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Souvenir of Sir

Arthur Sullivan

Early Days

IR ARTHUR SULLIVAN, Mus. Doc, M.V.O., was

born of musical parents ; in fact, Sir Arthur himself

whimsically declared that it was with a clarionet that

he first learned to walk. From them he inherited a

strong love of music, tempered with the proverbial Irish

good humour on his father's side, and combined with the grace and

romance of Italy on his mother's side.

At the age of four or five it became quite apparent that he was

destined for a musical career, and even at this early age he has told us

that he would toddle to the piano and make discoveries for himself, and

before he was eight he had learned to play nearly every wind instru

ment, being, as a witty friend remarked, almost " Cradled—like Moses—

among the Reeds" ; nor was this all, for he had even composed a juvenile

Oratorio entitled, " By the Waters of Babylon."

Sullivan's birthplace is on the Surrey side of London, in the Borough

of Lambeth. In a small thoroughfare running east from Lambeth Walk

stands a two-storied dwelling known as No. 8 Boswell Street. Sixty

years ago it was honoured with the distinctive name of 8 Boswell Terrace

and here, where his parents were then residing, on May 13, 1842, the

future composer was born.
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SOUVENIR OF SIR ARTHUR SULLIVAN

His birth was registered by his mother on June 24 with the

name of "Arthur" only; the

additional name of " Seymour "

was given to him at his bap

tism some five weeks later, and

was afterwards added to the

original entry of his birth.

His grandfather on his father's

side was a young Irish squire

impoverished in fortune but of

good family. He came from

County Kerry, and married the

handsome daughter of a wealthy

farmer ; but, unfortunately, while

returning from a steeplechase, he

stayed at a village inn for refresh

ment, and dallying, found himself

"pressed" into the King's ser

vice. As his father-in-law refused

to buy his discharge, he made the

best of a bad job and served his

country faithfully through the

Peninsular War. Afterwards, he

resided near Longwood, in St.

Helena, where he was closely

connected with the exiled Napo

leon, and finally became pay

master in his household, and it

has been told how he sat with

an old blunderbuss, guarding his

embalmed heart after his death

from the invasion of rats which

swarmed the place. It was here that Sir Arthur's father was born, and

as a child often accompanied the Man of Destiny on his daily walks.
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EARLY DAYS

Thomas Sullivan, his father, was a skilful musician, and was for eleven

years Bandmaster at the Royal Military College at Sandhurst, where he

had a small but very efficient brass band. It was here as a boy that

Sullivan learned, under his father's tuition, to play nearly every wind

instrument, including "the flute, clarionette, horn, cornet, trombone and

euphonium." The knowledge of these instruments, he said, was not " a

mere passing acquaintance, but a lifelong and intimate friendship," and

there is little doubt that this thorough experience of their peculiarities

 

Kneller Hall

and their strength and weakness enabled Sullivan in after life to

orchestrate these instruments so perfectly in his compositions.

In 1S57 his father became connected with the Military School of

Music at Kneller Hall, and remained so until his death on September 22,

1866.

His mother Mary came of an old Italian family named Righi, and

was the daughter of James Coghlan. She had two sons, Arthur and

Frederick ; to the latter, who was the senior by nearly four years, we

shall refer later.
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SOUVENIR OF SIR ARTHUR SULLIVAN

"'Ambitious as his parents, doubtless, were, all efforts to force young

Arthur's genius were carefully avoided, but at last the confession came

that it was his great desire to become a

choir-boy at either Westminster or the Chapel

Royal, St. James's.

This choir is known as the Children of

the Chapels Royal, and it was entirely sup

ported by her late Most Gracious Majesty.

At one time they travelled with the Court

and sang wherever the Sovereign attended

Divine Service, but of late years they have

been almost entirely attached to the Chapel

Royal. Their costumes are extremely quaint,

and are a relic of the old Jacobean days.

The State suits, which cost £40 each, con

sist of a long coat, reaching to the knees,

made of scarlet cloth, and heavily trimmed

with real gold lace and gilt buttons. Two

rows of purple trimming run down the front

between double rows of gold, while the backs

are even more gorgeous than the fronts. On

special occasions valuable old lace ruffles are

worn at the neck and wrists, but these are replaced on ordinary occasions

with white lawn bands. Their hats are similar to ordinary college caps,

but with a line of gold run round the brim, and a large gilt button,

bearing the Royal Crown, to replace the tassel. White gloves, black

shoes and stockings complete the picturesque Court dress. The undress

uniform is made of navy blue cloth, with red pipings and gilt buttons

bearing a crown and inscription. The coat is cut in semi-Eton fashion,

and would give them, were it not for the cap, a decidedly military

appearance.

 

As a Chorister
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EARLY DAYS

THE CHAPEL ROYAL

It was a proud day for him when his father gave consent, and he went

to see Sir George Smart, the Organist and Composer, at the Chapel

Royal, accompanied by his Schoolmaster. Here he sang " With Verdure

 

Photo "- M- KinK

Interior of the Chapel Royal, St. James's Palace

Clad " to his own accompaniment, the result being that he was referred to

Mr. H elmore, the Master of the Chapel Royal Boys. Two days later he

received the welcome letter telling- him to commence his duties as a

chorister, and he entered the school at Cheyne Walk on Tuesday in Holy

Week, 1854, and the following Thursday sang the solo part in Nares

anthem, " Blessed is He."
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SOUVENIR OF SIR ARTHUR SULLIVAN

At this time he was an eager-faced, bright-eyed, curly-haired boy, with

a treble voice of exquisite sweetness and purity, and he sang with a

sympathetic understanding which brought forth many expressions of

approval, while his sunny disposition and bright wit made him many

friends.

These choristers have many quaint customs and privileges. From

time immemorial the "head boy " has had the right to demand from any

officer unfortunate enough to enter the Chapel wearing his spurs the sum

of one guinea, which is known as "spur-money." They receive, too,

on Maundy Thursday a complete set of Maundy money, and were also

entitled to all the wax candles left after the service, a perquisite that at

one time was of some value.

From time to time the boys had to copy music in manuscript, of

which the Chapel R^yal possesses a unique collection. It is interesting to

note the boyish though firm hand of the future composer among it, and

one is at once struck with the earnest exactness which marked his efforts

in this work, which to most boys must have been a task of manual

drudgery.

On his return from Leipzig at a later date, when he was compelled to

teach to make both ends meet, he gave instructions for a time to the

Chapel Royal boys in reading, writing and arithmetic ! but even at that

time his characteristic humour in music was very noticeable. He

delighted to compose for them well-known proverbs, sometimes quaintly

inverting them. "Reward has its own virtue" was one, an axiom

doubtless as fully appreciated by the struggling teacher as by his

interested pupils.

Of his life at Cheyne Walk we can but glance at. His letters home

are full of enthusiasm for his work and love for his parents. There were

the usual boyish freaks and escapades, but through it all is the strong

determination to succeed.

In a short time he was trusted to conduct the practices to his friend

Alfred Cellier's accompaniment. Helmore put the boys upon their

honour as gentlemen to do this thoroughly, and it was never betrayed.

Many interesting stories are told of his power of memorising com

6



EARLY DAYS
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SOUVENIR OF SIR ARTHUR SULLIVAN

positions. In one case he remembered and wrote for his father's band

the entire band parts of a march in a manuscript work by Sir Frederick

Ouseley in which he had taken part.

He also composed an anthem which had been sung, and Bishop

Bloomfield called him aside and, with a few words of kindly encourage

ment, gave him half a sovereign—the first money he earned by music.

This, his first composition, was named " Sing unto the Lord," and the

original MS. was given by him to his friend William H. Cummings, by

whose kindness we now reproduce the opening bars in facsimile.

In November of 1855, when Sullivan was only thirteen years of age,

Messrs. Novello & Co. published a work of his under the following

title : " O Israel. Sacred song, composed and dedicated to Mrs. C. N.

Bridgeman (Tavistock, Devon) by Arthur Sullivan, chorister of H.M.

Chapels Royal." It was his first appearance as a composer in print, and

we reproduce the opening chords.

THE MENDELSSOHN SCHOLARSHIP

But it was early in 1856 that gave Sullivan his first chance. In that

year it was announced that the " Mendelssohn Scholarship " at the Royal

Academy, to the founding of which Madame Jenny Lind-Goldschmidtand Mr. Julius Benedict rendered

Mendelssohn Scholarship. — The successful

candidate for the above scholarship, instituted this year at the

Royal Academy of Music, Hanover-square, London, in memory

of the late much lamented composer, Felix Mendelssohn

Bartholdy, is Arthur Seymour Sullivan, chorister in Her

Majesty's Chapels Royal ; he is 14 years of age, and was the

junior candidate. Master Sullivan is the youngest son of Mr.

Thomas Sullivan, master of the band at the Royal Military

College, Sandhurst.

such valuable assistance, would

be thrown open to public com

petition.

No one under fourteen years

could compete, but Sullivan hap-

Facsimile of the First Mention of Sir A. pened to be just five or six Weeks

* Sullivan's Name in Print , . _

over this age. Seventeen COm-
y-row Illustrnted London Nrwl

petitors presented themselves,

and at last it was found that two had tied for first place. These were

the youngest and the eldest, Arthur Sullivan and Joseph Barnby. A

severe final examination was made of these two candidates, which

resulted in a victory for Sullivan, and the announcement of his success,

8



EARLY DAYS

which appeared in The Illustrated London News, was the first time he

saw his name in the public press, and he confessed that the pleasure this

gave him was never equalled by any notice in after life.

The value of the scholarship to him can hardly be under-estimated,

for it brought the young musician before the musical world and intro

duced him to those who were most likely to assist him, and gave him a

certain prestige in professional circles which was most beneficial at the

beginning of his career.

It is curious to note that Jenny Lind, whose efforts were largely the

means of starting Sullivan in his career, should also probably have

suggested his first work, " O Israel," by her rendering of " Hear ye,

Israel." Sullivan was always a great admirer of her singing, and has

described how in after years her voice still thrilled him with the deep

spirituality of her temperament.

Each boy on leaving the choir received a gift from the Queen of ^60,

and a Bible and a Prayer- Book from the Dean of the Chapel (the Bishop

of London), but, according to rule, no boy could be a recipient of these

gifts until the term of his choristership had expired by the breaking of his

voice. An exception was, however, made in favour of Sullivan—he was

allowed to leave the choir before his voice broke, and he received the

gifts.

During the years he was at the Chapel Royal he acquired a thorough

knowledge of the voice and choral singing, and Helmore, who was an

ardent advocate for old Church music, doubtless instilled and fostered that

love for the grand strains of sacred music which is so noticeable at times,

even in his lighter compositions. While continuing at the Chapel Royal,

Sullivan took up his studies at the Royal Academy of Music, where he

studied the pianoforte under Sterndale Bennett and Arthur O'Leary, and

harmony and composition under John Goss. He was extremely hard

working, and made such rapid progress that the Committee extended

the term of his scholarship for two years.

Sullivan as a boy made many friends who have since become famous.

Meeting one day his companion, John Stainer, who was studying the

organ under George Cooper, organist for some years at St. Sepulchre

9



SOUVENIR OF SIR ARTHUR SULLIVAN

Church, he accompanied him to his lesson. As they were both organ

students, Cooper put them in competition with each other, giving them

themes upon which they were to extemporise. Apparently he thought

highly of them both. " I should like to see the race you two boys will

run together," he said, when they had done. " You ought to do

something in the world."

An amusing story is told of him illustrating an early aptitude for

business. One of his father's friends once offered him sixpence to sing

an encore, but the youthful Arthur replied that he could not do it at the

price, but he was quite willing to sing him three songs for a shilling.

STUDIES IN LEIPZIG

When his voice broke, in the autumn of 1858, he went to Leipzig to

complete his musical education. Here he studied the pianoforte under

Moscheles and Plaidy, counterpoint and fugue under Hauptmann,

composition under Julius Rietz until he left for Dresden, afterward under

Carl Reinecke, and orchestral playing and conducting under Ferdinand

David.

For over three years he remained in this picturesque old German

town, working tremendously hard at the Conservatorium. Here he formed

new opinions of music, and met for the first time the compositions of

Schubert, Schumann, and Wagner, who were practically unknown in

England at this time. Here, too, he met many fellow-students, who after

wards became famous ; among them John Francis Barnett, Franklin

Taylor, Professor Ernest Rudorff of Berlin, Edward Grieg and his

younger brother, Carl Rosa, Dannreuther, the late Walter Bache, and

Madeline Schiller.

It was while at Leipzig that Sullivan composed the music for Shake

speare's "Tempest." This was first performed at the Gewandhaus with

great success, but on bringing it to London two years later he added

several new numbers to it.

On his return to England he found that Mendelssohn was still the

vogue, and Cipriani Potter, who was at that time the head of the Royal

ro



EARLY DAYS

Academy of Music, was greatly disappointed to find that Sullivan had

strayed from the old training.

" I'm very sorry about Sullivan," he used to say. " Going to Germany

has ruined him ! " but on

being questioned by this

" ruined genius," he con

fessed that he had never

studied the music of Schu

mann, which Sulli/an was

advocating so strongly.

Now Sullivan had one

of Schumann's symphonies

arranged for four hands, and

at last he persuaded Cipriani

Potter to play it with him.

Night after night he went,

and in the end Potter

became one of the most

enthusiastic supporters of

this composer.

There were several

young musicians fresh from

Germany, and they all

worked to break the apathy

with regard to new com

posers. Sullivan was a

great admirer of Schumann,

Schubert, Chopin, Gade and

Wagner. Edward Dannreuther strove to prove that Wagner wrote

something more than the overture of " Tannhauser," and poor Walter

Bache almost ruined himself over Liszt. " But we made music move

in England, and put life into it," wrote Sir Ardiur in the interesting

autobiography published in " In the days of my youth."

 

Sullivan aged 15 years
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First London Success

ULLIVAN submitted the "Tempest" music early in

1862 to the late Sir George Grove, who at that time was

secretary to the Crystal Palace Companv. He intro

duced him to Mr. Manns, the Conductor of the Con

certs, who decided to give it. It was performed for the

first time at a concert on April 5, and so great was the success that it

was repeated the following Saturday, April 1 2.

Mr. August Manns gave me some interesting reminiscences of these

early days. He has been connected with the musical section at the

Crystal Palace since its opening in 1854, first as sub-conductor and

shortly after as conductor. He conducted Sullivan's first public work, the

" Tempest " music, and after following his successful career, he sadly and

regretfully conducted the Sullivan " In Memoriam ' Concert," held on

December 8, 1900.

Speaking of Sullivan's first appearance he said : " It was not long after

he returned from Germanv that he was introduced to Sir George, who

was then Mr. Grove. I remember he brought a letter of introduction

from his friend, Mr. H. F. Chorley. I was greatly struck with his

composition. It was the Incidental Music for Shakespeare's ' Tempest,'

and showed very great promise in so young a composer, being well

conceived and excellently orchestrated. It was quite original, but, of course,

it had a slight tendency to Mendelssohn's style ; but it must be remembered

that Mendelssohn's influence was very great, and in England he had an

immense vogue. At this time there were very few English Composers

 



FIRST LONDON SUCCESS

who had written suitable works for the Concert Room beside Sterndale

Bennett and G. A. Macfarren, so we were more than pleased to welcome a

new man, whom we could even then see would undoubtedly make his mark.

" The ' Tempest ' music was first produced on Saturday, April 5,

Hosea xiv. I, 2.
 

Is - ra-el, re - turn, re - turn,.. re - turn un- to the Lord thy God

 

By permission of Messrs. Norel/o 6* Co.

Opening bars of " O Israel." Sullivan's first published work

1862, and immediately created a great sensation, and we repeated it on

the following Saturday. Every one of note in London came down to

hear it, and Charles Dickens, who had always taken a very great interest

in the Crystal Palace, came down with Chorley. He waited outside

13



SOUVENIR OF SIR ARTHUR SULLIVAN

the Artists' room after the performance, and grasping young Sullivan by

the hand, said : ' I don't profess to know anything about music, but I

do know that I have listened to a very beautiful work.' From that

time Dickens became a close friend of Sullivan's, and remained so

until the death of the great novelist.

"I think the 'Tempest' music will belike Mendelssohn's Incidental

Music for ' Midsummer Night's Dream ' : it so closely expresses the spirit

of the play that it will always live.

" From that time Sullivan's

reputation as a composer was made.

He had become famous, but, unfor

tunately, fame and fortune are

often far apart, and Sullivan, like

many other great musicians, had to

earn his living at first by teaching

and acting as organist at a church.

" Sullivan was always an en

thusiast in music, and never seemed

to waver in his resolve to become a

great composer.

"On March 10, 1866, we pro

duced his ' Symphony in E,' now

August Manns knQwn as his , Irish Symphony.'

At first he seemed dubious of

allowing it to be called ' Irish,' on account of its seemingly challenging

Mendelssohn's great ' Scotch Symphony,' but there is no doubt of the

appropriateness of the title, as his natural Irish humour is strongly

marked ail through it.

" Sullivan soon shook off the influence of Mendelssohn in his work, and

in his more serious music he has shown a masterly knowledge of his art.

" One of the secrets of Sullivan's success can doubtless be found in the

fact that his music—whatever it was for—is always refined, and, what is

more important, it is sufficiently simple that it can be properly rendered by

a chorus of average ability.
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FIRST LONDON SUCCESS

" Take his 1 Golden Legend ' for instance. It is a beautiful work, and

yet in no part is it beyond the ability of a chorus of amateur singers.

This is noticeable also in his songs. They were written to be sung in

our homes, and are therefore of such a nature that the average singer can

fully grasp and convey the composer's meaning. Yet Sullivan lost nothing

by this. His works, however simple, are full of beautiful music, and they

are always melodious. In fact, Sullivan

placed melody before science.

" I am surprised Sullivan has not

made a greater reputation on the Con

tinent. His 'Ivanhoe' was, perhaps,

discounted by the fact that Marschner

had previously composed a work on the

same subject known as ' The Templar

and the Jewess,' but I cannot understand

why his ' Golden Legend ' fell so flat in

Germany, for as far as I know German

composers have not, with the exception

of Brahms and Dvorak, produced many

choral works of such conspicuous merit

since Schumann's death. Possibly inter

national jealousy may account for it, as

well as the fact that it was not well

produced the first time. The Empress

Frederick, too, is hardly in sympathy with

Musical Germany. They consider she

is too biased towards England, and is

anxious to champion English composers.

She had Sir Michael Costa over once to teach the Germans how to

play 'God save the Queen,' a proceeding which caused a good deal of

merriment at the time in Berlin, because your national anthem was

adopted by Frederick Wilhelm III., and served during the whole of

the last century as the Prussian National Anthem under the name of

4 Heil Der im Siegeskraus.' It was however often badly rendered, and

 

Leipzig

Sullivan when composing the "Tempest"

Music, aged 18 years
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SOUVENIR OF SIR ARTHUR SULLIVAN

Her Imperial Highness may have wished it to receive its proper musical

appreciation.

" ' Ivanhoe,' too, I feel sure, should also be brought again before the

public. In his lighter operas I consider him superior to his French

contemporaries, for his natural gifts are fully equal to the foremost of

them, and his musicianship is certainly more matured and refined.

" I was much grieved to hear of his death, for we have always been

great friends, and I felt he would have done much more for the world

than he has already accomplished. He was a man of refined nature and

inborn grace, charming always, and invariably kind-hearted. His loss to

the musical world is very great."

This brilliant success finally decided Sullivan in his determination to

be a composer. "At this time," he said, "I was ready to undertake

everything that came in my way. Symphonies, overtures, ballets,

anthems, hymn tunes, songs, part-songs, a concerto for the violoncello, and

eventually comic and light operas—nothing came amiss to me, and I gladly

accepted what the publishers offered me." For six Shakespearean songs

—among them the popular "Orpheus with his lute," " The Willow Song,"

and " O Mistress mine "—he only received five guineas apiece.

Sullivan during this time did a little teaching to " make both ends

meet," but he never lost sight of his ambition to be a composer. Soon

after his return from Leipzig he had been appointee) organist at

St. Michael's Church in Chester Square. He had a very good

choir, which were excellently trained. " We were well off for soprani

and contralti," he wrote, " but at first I was at my wits' end for tenors

and basses. However, close by St. Michael's Church was Cottage

Row Police Station, and here I completed my choir. The Chief Super

intendent threw himself heartily into my scheme, and from the police I

gathered six tenors and six basses, with a small reserve, and capital

fellows they were. However tired they might be when they came off

duty, they never missed a practice. I used to think of them sometimes

when I was composing the music for ' The Pirates of Penzance.' "

Mr. Joseph Bennett occasionally accompanied Sullivan to rehearsal,

and has thus happily sketched the spirit in which they were carried out.

16



FIRST LONDON SUCCESS

4' I never ceased to admire the way in which he kept the constables at the

boiling-point of enthusiasm as well as on the brink of laughter. The

organist's good spirits were infectious, and though, as he himself sang in

after years,

" Taking one consideration with another,

A policeman's life is not a happy one,"

I would be bound the ' able-bodied ' of St. Michael's were, during'

rehearsal, as cheerful as all the birds in the air. They could not help it,

neither could their chief help it either, so ebullient was his good nature

and so everlasting his charm."

Accidents will, of course, happen. It was a long stretch to play on the

swell of the St. Michael's organ, and Sullivan, who was very short, once

lost his balance, and brought his forearms down upon the great manual

with startling effect !

It was while visiting Paris with Dickens and Chorley that he

met Rossini, who influenced him greatly. Rossini was a great admirer of

Sullivan's music, and begged of him to let him have copies of whatever

he wrote. Here, too, he saw Madame Viardot Garcia's impersonation of

" Orfeo," which impressed him deeply, and inspired him with the desire

to write something for dramatic presentation. With this in view he was

anxious to attend the rehearsals at Covent Garden Theatre, but that

martinet, Michael Costa, would not relax his rule of " No admittance," but

eventually he offered him the position of organist, which Sullivan gladly

accepted. This was before Wagnerian opera had obtained a footing in

England. Some of the most favoured operas of the Italian School were

so short that it was usual to supplement them with ballet. Sullivan was

commissioned by Costa to write a piece of this description, and the result

was " L'lle Enchantee," which proved very successful, and the young

composer's talents were soon in request.
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EARLY WORK

Sir Arthur has told to what amusing ends his genius was put.

" On one occasion," he said, " I was admiring the ' borders ' that had

been painted for a woodland scene.

"'Yes,' said the painter, 'they are very delicate, and if you could

support them by something suggestive in the orchestra, we could get a

pretty effect.' I at once put into the score some delicate arpeggio work

for the flutes and clarionets, and Beverley (the artist) was quite happy.

"The next day probably some such scene as this would occur. Mr.

Sloman (the stage machinist) : ' That iron doesn't run so easily in the

slot as I should like, Mr. Sullivan. We must have a little more music to

carry her (Salvioni) across. I should like something for the " 'cellers."

Could you do it ? '

" ' Certainly, Mr. Sloman ; you have opened a new path of beauty in

orchestration,' I replied gravely, and I at once added sixteen bars for

the 'cello alone. No sooner was this done than a variation (solo dance)

was required at the last moment for the second danseusc, who had just

arrived. ' What on earth am I to do ? ' I said to the stage-manager ; ' I

haven't seen her dance yet, and know nothing of her style.'

" ' I'll see,' he replied, and took the young lady aside. In less than

five minutes he returned. ' I've arranged it all,' he said. ' This is exactly

what she wants,' giving it to me rhythmically— " Tiddle-iddle-um, tiddle-

iddle-um, rum tirum tirum," sixteen bars of that ; then " Rum-tum, rum-tum,''

heavy, you know, sixteen bars ; and then finish up with the overture to

"William Tell," last movement, sixteen bars and coda.' "

With a celerity which he has equalled on many occasions at a much

later date, the composer wrote the necessary quantity of "that," and it

was in process of rehearsal in less than a quarter of an hour !

Another anecdote of these days serves to illustrate the spirit of the

man, arjd in part explains his success.

" I remember once," he said, " in my earlier days, I was doing some

little music, and I was worried because it took me so long and gave me
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so much trouble. I could not do it superficially. It was only a little

thing, and yet I felt that I had to put my whole being into it. I took as

much pains with the orchestration as though it had been some great work,

a symphony or an oratorio, and the consciousness of this bothered me,

and I one day said as much

to Beverley—you know, the

great painter. His reply has

struck me ever since. ' That

is how it should be. If I

had to paint a brick wall I

should take as much trouble

with it as if it were a minia

ture of the Queen. That is

the spirit in which to set

about life.' "

Sullivan's next important

work was a cantata entitled

" Kenilworth," which was

produced at the Birming

ham Festival in 1864. The

libretto was by his friend

Chorley, but was not alto

gether suitable. Yet, in spite

of this weakness, it was re

ceived by the public with

enthusiasm, and did much to

increase Sullivan's reputation

as a composer.

During the previous year, Chorley had written him a libretto for an

opera which was to have been called " The Sapphire Necklace." Sullivan

had composed the music to this, but unfortunately the subject-matter was

not suited to public representation, and it was never produced. Some of

the music was utilised in later years, and one song was published under

the name of " Over the roof."
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Sullivan at this time wrote many anthems and songs, but the price he

obtained for them was still very inadequate. Such songs as " If doughty

deeds," and " A weary lot is thine, fair maid," were sold outright for ten

guineas each ! and probably brought their publishers as many hundreds.

With his next publisher he arranged a system of royalty. "Will he

come ? " was published under this arrangement, and he never afterwards

sold any of his music outright.

During the year 1866 Sullivan was extremely busy. He wrote his

" Symphony in E," sometimes called his "Irish Symphony," which was

produced at the Crystal Palace on March 10, and also a concerto for the

Violoncello, produced November 24.

During this year Sullivan experienced one of the three great sorrows

of his life in the death of his father. How closely the ties of love bound

this family together, and how deeply they mourned their loss, is a personal

matter that we only lightly touch upon with reverence. It is too sacred.

One pathetic incident only shall we recall. <

Sullivan had been requested to compose a work for the Norwich

Festival, but not any of the subjects he considered seemed suitable for

this important work. Time was drawing near, and he was almost in

despair, and proposed to resign the commission.

" No," said his father, " you must not give it up ; you will succeed if

you stick to it. Something will probably occur which will put new vigour

and fresh thought into you. Don't give it up."

Three days after, on September 22, his father died suddenly, and

on the day of his funeral Sullivan, prostrate almost with his overpowering

grief, turned to his beloved music for consolation. As he wrote his

overwrought soul seemed to pour itself out in melody, and within a week

he had composed his celebrated " In Memoriam Overture." As one

listens to the drear and almost dirgelike strains with which it opens,

it seems that death is omnipotent and the end of all things, but presently

the soul rises and draws nearer to its God, until hope comes with that

wonderful crash of triumphant chords in C major, near the end, which

stirs the hearts of even the most apathetic listener.
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HIS FIRST OPERETTA

" L'lle Enchantee " being only the music for a ballet, we can consider

that "Cox and Box" is the first operatic composition that Sullivan

produced.

Mr. F. C. Burnand, in a recent letter to the Spectator, tells the story

of its conception. He writes :

" Sir Arthur and myself had together witnessed a private perform

ance of Offenbach's ' Les Deux Aveugles,' rendered by George Du

Maurier and Harold Power at one of the delightful ' Moray Minstrel '

gatherings cfuz Arthur Lewis. Wishing to present something novel to

my guests at a musical and dramatic supper-party at my own house, the

notion suddenly occurred to me of turning our dear old friend (Maddison

Morton's) ' Box and Cox ' into an opera. Years before, as a boy, I had

come atross the title burlesquely Italianised by Albert Smith as a

suggestion, I fancy, for the Opera season at Covent Garden or Her

Majesty's. Here was the opportunity. Meeting Arthur Sullivan in Bond

Street, I confided to him the 'happy thought.' He took to it enthusias

tically. We had about three weeks before us for carrying out the design

I went to work at once ; topsy-turvied ' Box and Cox ' into ' Cox and

Box,' and metamorphosed Mrs. Bouncer into Sergeant Bouncer, so as

to give an opportunity for a martial air. I took my ' words,' as each of

the ' numbers ' were finished, to Arthur Sullivan, who lived at that time

close at hand ; and in a very few days his work was completed. Then

came rehearsals, always at my house. The operetta was performed for

the first time by Messrs. George Du Maurier (Box), Harold Power (Cox),

and Johnnie Forster (Bouncer); at a late hour, 11.30, to suit the

convenience of many of my ' professional ' guests (among whom were

Sothern and Buckstone), who came straight from the theatre to Belgrave

Road. The representation was a genuine success. It made a great hit.

When the ' Triumvirate ' operetta was selected for the Punch performance

at the Adelphi Theatre (for the Bennett Benefit Fund), Arthur Sullivan at

the last moment wrote an overture for it. When it achieved public
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success, and we began to receive fees for its performance, the author of

the original farce, Maddison Morton, was, of course, taken into partnership

in this 'going concern'—a curious literary, musical, and dramatic history,

by the way, as Maddison Morton had concocted his capital farce out of

three light French pieces (I have two of them at hand), from one of which

some of the quaintly humorous dialogue was taken bodily for active

service in ' Box and Cox.'"
 

While the operetta was being

performed in private, Sullivan did

not trouble to compose any accom

paniment, but preferred to extem

porise one himself. So, when the

performance at the Adelphi was

decided upon, it became necessary

not only to write an overture but

to orchestrate the entire operetta.

The performance was to take place

upon a Saturday, and on the pre

vious Monday Sullivan had not

touched a note. On that evening

he commenced work, and by

Friday evening only four out of

nine long numbers had been com

pleted. Although the copyists were

brought to the house so that they

could copy the parts as quickly as the composer scored them, they

unfortunately fell asleep. It seemed impossible to complete the work

in time, but the composer, with the dogged determination to succeed

which has proved so valuable to him, took the last numbers and scored

them in parts, a feat which can only be understood by those who can

appreciate the strain it must mean on the memory of a composer. At

i i.o a.m. it was finished, and within an hour it was being rehearsed.

In the following year Burnand again collaborated with Sullivan in a

more pretentious comic opera, entitled " Contrabandista," which was pro-
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duced at St. George's Opera House ; but this did not prove very

successful, and it was in later years remodelled and partly incorporated in

"The Chieftain."

In 1867, Sullivan accepted the post of organist at St. Peter's Church,

in Cranley Gardens. This was two years prior to his resignation of his

position at St. Michael's. The newly built church was consecrated on

June 29, upon which occasion the Chapel Royal boys assisted in the

anthem.

Sullivan held this position until 1872, and it is during this period that

most of his anthems were composed and were used in his service in

MS. form. His first vicar was the Rev. and Hon. Francis C. Byng,

now Earl of Strafford, who was an attached friend of the composer's. He

recently wrote to the Musical Times : " Arthur Sullivan was all affection,

sympathy, and kindness. I enclose you one of his comparatively recent

letters to me. It may amuse you—his opinion of my intoning incapacity."

In the letter written in 1899, Sir Arthur makes the following humorous

charge against him •

" I might graphically describe how, in endeavouring to intone, you led

the choir, congregation, and organist an exciting chase over a gamut of

about two octaves, we vainly doing our utmost to follow you. You were

heroic—we never could run you to earth ; that is, pin you down to the

same note for two consecutive prayers or collects."

He composed the " Marmion Overture " for the Philharmonic Society

of London, also in 1867.

HIS FIRST ORATORIO

Two years later saw the production of his first oratorio, "The Prodigal

Son," at the Worcester Festival. In this, although the music is of an

extremely devotional nature, he allowed himself a free hand in the

introduction of dramatic effects.

The solo parts were rendered by Trebelli, Titiens, Santley and Sims

Reeves, and the production was in every way a great success, and
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created an impression which did much to establish his reputation as a

serious composer.

When in America, some years later, Sullivan personally conducted a

performance of this work given by the old " Choral Society " of Boston.

In 1870 he composed his charming "Overture di Ballo" for the

Birmingham Festival, and in the following year he wrote " On shore and

sea," a cantata to words by Tom Taylor for the opening of the Inter

national Exhibition at South Kensington.

It was in 1871 that Sullivan made the acquaintance of W. S. Gilbert.

Neither dreamed to what ends their friendship would lead them, or

thought that they were to introduce a new form of light opera which

would eventually destroy the vapid taste for the weak productions that

till then had amused the public under the name of Opera- Bouffe, consist

ing generally of the most miserable rubbish in the way of words served

to the jingling notes of second-rate dance music. A few singers formed

the company, and were supported by a chorus which formed no integral

part of the production, and the little humour the libretto possessed was

often of a most questionable kind.



Sullivan and Gilbert

HE future collaborators were first introduced to each

other by Frederick Clay. Both were well known to

each other through their works, and both were making

their names famous in their own particular way.

" My first meeting with Sullivan was rather amusing,"

once said Mr. Gilbert. " I had written a piece with Fred Clay, called

' Ages Ago,' and was rehearsing it at the Old Gallery of Illustration. At

the same time I was busy on my ' Palace of Truth,' in which there is a

character, one Zoram, who is a musical impostor. Now I am as unmusical

as any man in England. I am quite incapable of whistling an air in

tune, although I have a singularly good ear for rhythm. I was bound to

make Zoram express his musical ideas in technical language, so I took up

my 'Encyclopaedia Britannica,' and, turning to the word Harmony, selected

a suitable sentence and turned it into sounding blank verse. Curious to

know whether this would pass muster with a musician, I said to Sullivan

(who happened to be present at rehearsal, and to whom I had just been

introduced): ' I am very pleased to meet you, Mr. Sullivan, because you

will be able to settle a question which has just arisen between Mr. Clay

and myself. My contention is that when a musician, who is master of

many instruments, has a musical theme to express, he can express it as

perfectly upon the simple tetrachord of Mercury (in which there are, as

we all know, no diatonical intervals whatever) as upon the more elaborate

disdiapason (with the familiar four tetrachords and the redundant note)
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which, I need not remind you, embraces in its simple consonance all the

single, double, and inverted chords.'

" He reflected for a moment, and asked me to oblige him by repeating

my question. I did so, and he replied that it was a very nice point, and

he would like to think it over before giving a definite reply. That took

place many years ago, apd I believe

still engaged in hammering

 

he is

it out.

It was not long after they were

introduced, when John Holling-

shead asked them to write a

musical piece, in which Nellie

Farren and J. L. Toole would take

the lead, and in a short time

" Thespis ; or, The Gods grown

Old," was produced as their first

joint effort.

The collaborators began with

certain broad aims in view, for,

when Sullivan and Gilbert first

determined to work together, the

burlesque stage was in a very un-

I clean state. They made up their

phote Eiiwtt try minds to do all in their power to

w. s. Gilbert wipe out the grosser element, never

to let an offending word escape

their characters, and never to allow a man to appear as a woman and vice

versa—a determination they both admirably carried out. Gilbert also

took the chorus in hand, and made them fill their proper place as part

of the story that was being told. " Thespis " was, in fact, a new form

of entertainment, although the critics failed somewhat to see it. They

looked upon their efforts as an imitation of the old French comic opera,

and little thought it was a growing rival, which in a few years would

sweep it away and hold the stage against all comers.
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One of the earliest difficulties was caused by the fact that there were

so few singers who could act or actors who could sing, and Sullivan was

compelled to compose his music for voices which had barely a range of a

dozen notes, sometimes not half that number.

Many were the troubles attendant on an innovation of this kind, and

some of the cotitreiemps were very

amusing.

Once when Gilbert and Sullivan

were attending a rehearsal at the

Savoy, they noticed one of the

chorus girls crying very bitterly at

the wings. Gilbert in a kindly way

went up to her and inquired what

was her trouble. "If you please,

sir," she sobbed, "that girl over

there says I'm no better than I

ought to be."

" Well, but you are, aren't you ? "

replied Gilbert as quick as light

ning. And with this ambiguous

answer the damsel appeared to be

much gratified and consoled.

" Thespis " was produced at the

Gaiety in 1871, and ran for a good

many nights. It will probably be

best remembered by that quaint

Gilbertian song, " The Maid of Arcadie," which was afterwards repub

lished in separate form.

One of Sullivan's most beautiful ideas was his wish to produce a work

which should combine the best efforts of the poet, painter, and musician,

and as early as 1867 he obtained his friends Tennyson and Millais as

fellow-workers. Tennyson wrote twelve songs, all of which Sullivan con

sidered very charming, and he at once set them to music. The cycle of

twelve were published in 1871, under the name of " The Window ; or, The
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Loves of the Wren.'' Unfortunately the idea was not carried out in its

entirety, for Millais, who was annoyed at the delay in publishing, only

finished one picture—a beautiful girl at a window.

On May i, 1872, a great Thanksgiving-day was arranged by the Crystal

Palace Company to celebrate the recovery of the Prince of Wales from

his serious illness. Sullivan was commissioned to compose a " Te Deum,"

which was performed by an orchestra of over two thousand performers,

conducted by Mr. Manns, and the chorus of the Handel Festival Choir.

Thousands of people flocked to the Crystal Palace that day, but, on the

whole, they were not of the class that could appreciate good music or came

to hear it, but the small minority quickly recognised his work as a

masterly production. Later in the year he composed for " The Hymnary,"

published by Messrs. Novello and Co., twelve hymn tunes, including that

famous one, " Onward, Christian Soldiers," which has been aptly described

as the " March of the Church Militant." It is without doubt one of the

most popular and best known hymn tunes in the world, and has been sung

in almost every language.

In our reproduction of the original manuscript it will be noticed that

those stirring notes for the tenors, which complete the second line of the

refrain in the hymn books, are absent. They were added by the composer

in the proof. On the opposite leaf of the manuscript were written his

well-known hymn tunes, " Nearer, my God, to Thee," and " Safe home,

safe home in port," both of which we reproduce. Curiously enough,

"The Hymnary" was the outcome of a quarrel between the proprietors

of "Hymns Ancient and Modern' 'and Messrs. Novello and Co., who

had hitherto published it. This resulted in a change being made,

and Messrs. Novello and Co. then prepared " The Hymnary " as a

rival to it. Although it cannot claim to have succeeded in its aims,

it has been the means of introducing many beautiful hymn tunes to the

world.

Sullivan, when he first wrote "Onward, Christian Soldiers," was afraid

it would be too "brassy " and martial to please, and had little idea that it

would become such a popular favourite. Its simple diatonic harmonies,

however, have evidently failed to please a certain American musician of
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the name of Benjamin Blodgett, who has improved (?) it in the version or

perversion which we reproduce.

A thirteenth tune was composed for the hymn " The roseate hues of

early dawn," but was never published, and we are now able, through the

kindness of Messrs. Novello and Co., to give it to our readers concurrently

with them. We reproduce it in facsimile, and it is probably the last hymn

tune that will ever be published by this gifted composer. Its beautiful

 

From the "Musical Times"

American version of " Onward, Christian Soldiers "

melody will soon cause it to become a popular favourite with our choirs

and in our homes.

In 1873, twenty months after the production of the light and fantastic

" Thespis," Sullivan composed his magnificent oratorio, "The Light of

the World," which was first given at the Birmingham Festival. It created

an immense sensation and was received with crowded attendances. Both

the public and the press were almost unanimous in their praise, and

recognised it as a work of great imagination and yet one of a deep and

devotional spirit. It was distinctly original, and in no way clashed with
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those masterpieces of Handel, Bach, or Mendelssohn, for it strikes out

almost a distinct departure in the composition of Sacred Music.

Titiens, Trebelli, Patey, Foli, Santley and Sims Reeves were in the

solo parts, and the oratorio at once took its place as a brilliant example

of Sullivan's work. A somewhat unusual feature in it is that our Saviour

is represented as in the first person, and a special and inner chorus is set

apart to accompany his particularly solemn utterances. Shortly after this

work was produced the University of Cambridge conferred the honorary

degree of " Doctor of Music " upon the composer.

Reverting to his lighter works, we find him during this year composing

the Incidental Music for "The Merry Wives of Windsor" at the Gaiety

Theatre, and in the following year some most charming music for the

Masque in " The Merchant of Venice " for the Princess Theatre at

Birmingham.

In 1874, too, he edited "Church Hymns and Tunes" for the Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge. His early training as a chorister

no doubt assisted him in making this collection of nearly six hundred

hymns and tunes, among which are twenty-six original ones he composed

expressly, besides seven he arranged or adapted.
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D'Oyly Carte

 

ARLY in 1875 Mr. D'Oyly Carte, who was managing for

Miss Selina Dolaro, found that the opera " La Perichole ''

was not drawing sufficiently well to please him at the

little theatre in Dean Street. Mr. Carte, who was an old

friend of Sullivan's, approached him one day with the

suggestion that he and Gilbert should collaborate in a new musical work.

Gilbert proposed to Sullivan to utilise an

idea he had previously suggested, of a short

operetta, to last about half an hour, the scene

of which should be laid in a court of law. In

a short time he brought the libretto of " Trial

by Jury " round and read it to Sullivan, who

was greatly amused with the work, and re

ceived it with roars of laughter, which were

only increased by the extremely solemn way

Gilbert had of giving his lines. Sullivan at

once began to compose the music, and in

less than three weeks it was produced at the

Royalty Theatre on March 25.

This truly " original dramatic cantata,"

as it was humorously described, was an

instant success, and the whimsical proceedings of a court of law trying

a Breach of Promise case with a jury who indulge in chorus singing,

and legal luminaries who express their views of the case in song, drew

every one in London to the little theatre.
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So popular was it, that a certain high legal light feared it " might bring

the Bench into contempt ! " A different opinion was apparently held by

Lord Alverstone, who, soon after he was made Master of the Rolls,

observed, at a dinner of musicians, that it had always been a matter of

regret to him that Sir Arthur had never seen his way to using him as one

of the characters in a comic opera, though he had bestowed that honour

on many of his contemporaries. Sir Arthur immediately rose to his feet

and said that he would take the earliest opportunity of scoring him off.

Sullivan's brother Fred played the part of the Judge, "and a very

good judge too," who eventually, after flirting with the fair plaintiff, cuts

the tangled knot by deciding " I will marry her myself."

Fred was the elder of the two brothers, and inherited much of the

musical humour of his parents, and, as a boy, would often go round to

Cheyne Walk and sing comic songs. He was educated for an architect,

but left that profession to join the stage. The late Lord Russell of

Killowen used to relate an anecdote of him. When he was Mr. Charles

Russell, the future Lord Chief Justice, had to examine Frederick Sullivan

as a witness. One of his questions was, "You are an architect, I believe,

Mr. Sullivan?" to which Sullivan replied, " I have been an architect, but

am now on the stage," and added, "You see, I am still drawing big

houses."

He had been some time with the Dolaro Company when " Trial by

Jury" was produced, but another celebrity made his first appearance in

this piece. As foreman of the jury an actor appeared, unnamed in the

programme, who, every time he opened his mouth to utter the few lines

that fell to him, created roars of laughter. This was Penley.

In June a comic opera, entitled "The Zoo," was produced at the

St. James's Theatre. The libretto was by B. C. Stevenson.

Geo. R. Sims recently wrote in the Referee the following interesting

information about a revival of this opera and its composer : "I have

known the brilliant musician and genial man of the world for over twenty

years. When my first play in London, ' Crutch and Toothpick,' was

produced at the Royalty in 1879, Sir Arthur (then Mr.) had a first night

also with ' The Zoo,' which was the after-piece. It was then that
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Mr. B. C. Stevenson (who wrote as Bolton Rowe), introduced him to me

on the stage."

He also makes a graceful allusion to Sir Arthur's affection for his

closest of friends, Frederick Clay the composer :

" Some years afterwards," he continues, " when I was writing with

Frederick Clay, Sir Arthur's bosom friend, I met the brilliant composer

constantly. When, the night after the production of ' The Golden Ring,'

with which we opened the rebuilt Alhambra, poor Clay fell in my arms

in Bow Street, the victim of a paralytic stroke from which he never

recovered, Sir Arthur, in the kindest manner possible, took the score of

' The Golden Ring ' and made a large number of alterations which Clay

had promised to the management. That was only one instance of his

kindness of heart. His poorer confreres in the profession could tell of

hundreds of splendid services quietly and unostentatiously rendered."

During this time Sullivan became principal of the National Training

School of Music, which was afterwards practically converted into the

Royal College of Music. He was connected with this for nearly six

years. Later we find him conducting the Choral Union Orchestral

Concerts at Glasgow, and then travelling in Italy and on the Continent,

during which time he only published a carol, " Upon the snow-clad earth,"

and a song, " My Dearest Heart."

From the date of the production of " Trial by Jury," Mr. Carte had

made up his mind to organise a school of English Comic Opera. He had,

however, much difficulty in starting the new enterprise, money was

wanted, and further, both Gilbert and Sullivan were busy men. Even

tually, however, a small syndicate was formed, but no theatre could be

obtained or arrangements made at the moment with the author and

composer.

"THE SORCERER"

It was not until 1877 that Mr. Carte succeeded in obtaining a lease of

the little Opera Comique Theatre and making the other necessary arrange

ments. He then formed the "Comedy Opera Company," and arranged

with Gilbert and Sullivan to write " The Sorcerer." This was produced
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ft.
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on Nov. 1 8, and enjoyed a very considerable run. The "book" was

founded on a story Mr. Gilbert had written for the Graphic, in which an

extremely philanthropic clergyman is convinced that marriage is the

remedy for all evils and the sure attainment of earthly bliss. To bring

about this desirable state of affairs he secures the services of Mr. John

Wellington Wells, the head of a

very respectable firm of Sorcerers

in St. Mary Axe. This " dealer in

magic and spells " prepares a love

philtre or charm, amid weird incan

tations, which will cause passionate

love for the first individual of

opposite sex who is seen after

partaking of it. As it is impotent

on married people, it is administered

during an innocent - looking tea

gathering to the assembled villagers

and other characters. The result

is disastrous. Every one has fallen

in love with the wrong person. A

little charity girl, who has long and

secretly adored the lachrymose

rector of the village, is now hope

lessly smitten with an old deaf Q.C.

Lady Sangazure is enthralled by

John Wellington Wells, and Sir

Marmaduke of haughty lineage has

proposed to Mrs. Partlett, a widowed pew-opener ; but eventually the

wicked sorcerer is conscience-stricken and dissolves the spell by sacri

ficing himself and descending to the lower legions, calmly brushing his

hat meanwhile.

It is interesting to note that in this piece Mr. Geo. Grossmith made

his first appearance on the stage. At a recent interview he said : " Gilbert

was the first one I knew, for I met him when I was in my teens at the
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house of Mr. Addison, the actor, father of Miss Fanny and Carlotta

Addison, who used to live in a turning off the Camden Road. Oddly

enough, he was my first critic. He used to write the dramatic notices for

the Ilhistrated London News, and he criticised a performance of mine of

John Chodd, Junior, in Robertson's ' Society,' given by some amateurs at

the Old Gallery of Illustration, which was then the German Reeds'. He

said, I remember, that my performance showed ' an amusing originality

of its own.'

" Sullivan I met about twenty-five years ago. I was introduced to him

on the stage of the Haymarket—or was it at the Covent Garden?—where

I was playing the part of one of the jurymen in ' A Trial by Jury ' for a

benefit matine'e. Shortly afterwards I met Sir Arthur again at Lady

Sebright's dinner-party. It was there that Mrs. Langtry first made her

appearance in London society, and Millais, the Bancrofts, and many

other celebrities were present. I sang something after dinner which

went down very well, and after the reception was over Sullivan took me

back to his house. He was then residing in the Albert Mansions,

Victoria Street. We stayed there very late; in fact, I hardly like to admit

how late it was. As I could not afford a cab in those days, and no

'buses were to be had, I had a cup of coffee from a stall, and walked all

the way home, and as I was then living in Camden, N., it was quite a long

walk. Previous to this I had, of course, often seen Sullivan conduct in

public. You cannot very well judge of a man's disposition and character

by watching while conducting, but when I accompanied him to his home

I was immensely struck by seeing what a small man he really was. I

regard myself as a small man, but Sir Arthur was smaller than I am. At

that time, and for years afterwards, Sir Arthur's hair was jet black, and

he had a very black moustache with black mutton-chop whiskers and very

dark eyebrows. I was struck with the intense humour in the man's face,

and he was indeed a wonderfully humorous person. In fact, you could

hardly believe he was the composer of such beautiful and wonderful works

as 'The Light of the World' and 'The Golden Legend.' It was

probably about a year after Lady Sebright's party that I received a letter

from Sir Arthur asking me to play John Wellington Wells.
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" Some people said I had not voice enough. I went to consult him

and he struck the D, fourth line in treble clef, and said, ' Sing it out as

loud as you can.' I did so ; Sullivan looked up with a most humorous

expression on his face—even his eyeglass seemed to smile—and he simply

said, ' Beautiful.' Of course I haven't any voice to speak of, but I have

a great register, and Sullivan used to amuse himself by making me sing

bass in one number of an opera—' The Yeomen of the Guard,' for

instance—and tenor in another.

In ' Ruddygore,' too, Sir Arthur

had engaged a man to play the

servant, my menial, so to speak,

who had an enormous bass voice,

and who had to go down to the

lower E flat. Singularly enough,

he could go down to G, and then

he dropped out entirely, and I did

the E below. Generally the audi

ence roared with laughter, and it

absolutely brought down the house.

" I then went down to Gilbert

and asked him what the dialogue

was like. He seemed confident I

Photo Kusseii &• so™ should succeed, and I think I did.

G. Grossmith "It was interesting to see these

two men on the stage. They worked

hand in hand, and that explains, I think, the great secret of their success.

It was like two great minds in one. Sullivan, although very strict about

his notes, was kindness itself, . and although Gilbert was naturally

impetuous in his manner, quick-tempered and sharp-spoken, he was

always very kind to me at the Savoy. He was an extraordinary man, for

he wrote beautiful words, though he never understood music. In fact, he

has 'said he only knew two tunes—one was ' God save the Queen ' and

the other wasn't !

" Gilbert was very witty. I remember once, while rehearsing 'His
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Excellency ' at the Lyric, an amusing accident occurred with regard to

Miss Ellaline Terriss' dog. She brought down a little fox-terrier, which

she left in her dressing-room. The stage-manager at the Savoy by the

way was Mr. Barker. Presently the dog started barking, and it interrupted

the rehearsal. Gilbert asked whose dog it was. Miss Ellaline Terriss, in

a meek and innocent way, said : ' I am sorry, Mr. Gilbert ; it is my little

fox-terrier, and I am to blame.' ' I am grieved,' was the reply, ' but

you will have to take your dog out ; " Barker " does not conduct the

rehearsals at the Lyric'

" At a rehearsal of one of the finales—I think it was the termination of

the first act of the 'Sorcerer,' Sullivan made us all come (including the

chorus) in a crowd over the footlights, and sing with outstretched arms

over the footlights, towards the gallery, a la Italian method. The

principal singers were, of course, in front. We were unsatisfactory.

Sullivan tapped his desk, and the orchestra stopped. The composer

screwed his eyeglass into his eye and, addressing us individually, said :

" ' Don't you understand ? I want you to think you are at Covent Garden

Opera, not at the Opera Comique. I want you, Miss , to imagine

you are Adelina Patti ; and you, my dear Grossmith, are dreadful ; there is

not enough Mario about you.' I saw what he meant and exaggerated

the Italian mode, and nearly fell over the footlights into the orchestra.

Sullivan, with a smile, said : ' Ah ! that's better. Capital ! Do even

more. You needn't consider your safety.' This was long before the

days of Calve, Melba, and Jean and Edouard de Reszke.

" My latest impression of Sullivan remains that he was the most amiable

and charming professional man and musician I have ever met in my life,

and when I come to think of my old friends, like Frederick Clay and

many others it is saying a great deal. His tact was wonderful, and he

could suit himself to any company. He was one of the best friends I ever

had, and I always consider that my introduction to the stage came through

him, and I cannot tell you how deeply I feel his loss."

The opening of the year 1877 was saddened by the loss of his only

brother Frederick, who died on January 18, at the age of thirty-nine. He

had already, during his short career on the stage, gained a considerable
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reputation as a comedian, and his natural kindness of heart and his genial

good humour had gained him many friends, but none truer or more

devoted than his brother Arthur who helped to nurse him during the

short weeks of illness that preceded his death. Even as Sullivan poured

forth his grief at the loss of his father in his impressive " In Memoriam,"

so during this anxious time he turned to his beloved music for consola

tion, and the outcome was that beautiful ballad, " The Lost Chord,"

perhaps the most popular song ever composed.

"THE LOST CHORD"

One night, as he sat in the dimly lighted room watching by the bedside,

he found some words written by Adelaide Procter which he had previously

tried to set to music, but without satisfaction to himself. In the stillness

of the hour, in the presence almost of " Death's bright angel," he read

them over again, and their musical equivalent seemed to come to him

almost as he read. A sheet of paper was to hand, and he began to

write down the beautiful full chords which form the opening strains.

As he wrote, the music seemed to echo the spirit of the words within

him, and in that solemn vigil we can well understand the inspiration of

those beautiful lines, and how to him "they quieted pain and sorrow,"

which was, alas ! so shortly to be changed to dull despair. And so the

night passed, and as the music formed he grew more confident that this

was what he had sought for previously in vain. In a few hours the

music was finished, and not long after in the publisher's hands.

The facsimile of the first page of this song, which we reproduce, is

from the original manuscript as it left, his hands, and is not a " fair copy "

made for the publishers, for this the late composer never had need to

make. Over 250,000 copies of this song have been sold, and it is as

popular as ever, and will remain so, so long as good music finds

appreciation.

Mr. Barrington's connection with Sullivan's operas also dates back to

the first production of " The Sorcerer." It came about in a very curious

way. He was at that time under contract to Mrs. Howard Paul for
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three years, and Gilbert and Carte were both very anxious to obtain her

to play the part of Lady Sangazure. " If you take me," she said, "you

must take Mr. Barrington ! " As there was no alternative, they decided

to do so, and he was allotted the part of the Rev. Dr. Daly the Vicar.

Mr. Barrington confessed to feeling decidedly nervous at playing the part

 

Facsimile of MS. of "The Lost Chord"

of a clergyman in comic opera, which \\ as an entirely new experiment.

*' This will either be the making or the ruin of me," he once remarked to

Mr. Gilbert, who vaguely replied, " I quite agree with you."

However, success came, and he remained with them until 1880, only

leaving during that time for a six-months tour with an entertainment of

his own with Miss Jessie Bond.

His earliest impression of Sir Arthur has never altered. He was a
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man whose geniality and kindness of heart were his most striking charac

teristics, and he was invariably as pleased with the successes of the artists

as he would have been were it entirely his own.

" Sir Arthur," said Mr. Barrington, " was extremely pleased with

sincere appreciation. I remember, one night in his rooms at Victoria

Street, he played over that charming little ballad, ' The Moon and I,'

from the then about to be produced ' Mikado.' I remarked that I thought

it was one of the most beautiful little

things he had ever written. Sir Arthur

was gratified, and replied, ' Yes, I

think it is one of the best I ever wrote.'

" Sir Arthur was quick to detect

the slightest error in the rendering of

his work. This once led to a very

amusing remark on his part, which, but

for the humorous gleam behind his ever-

present eyeglass, would have sounded

terribly sarcastic.

" We principals were given only the

air of our parts in manuscript, and an

accompaniment was improvised by the

conductor upon general lines suggested

by Sir Arthur. Frank Cellier, by the

way, had a marvellous facility for mem

orising Sir Arthur's instructions and

resolving them into an accompaniment.

You can quite understand, therefore, how difficult it was at times, during

the early rehearsals, to sing these parts absolutely correctly, but however

difficult they were, I always tackled them at sight and sang—something.

On this memorable occasion I was flattering myself that I was doing

extremely well, but at the termination, Sir Arthur put his eyeglass in his

eye and said, ' Bravo, that's very good, very good indeed, Barrington ;

and now, if you don't mind, will you kindly sing my tune.' Of course,

the remark was half in jest. Sir Arthur was too kind-hearted to hurt
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any one's feelings intentionally. I remember, too, how thoroughly he

enjoyed a little trap he laid for me in ' Patience.' He very quietly

handed me the recitative which he said he had arranged for my

entrance to the finale of the first act. It commenced, 'I am a broken

hearted troubadour,' and was accompanied by only a few chords of music.

He wished me to try it at sight, and I shall never forget the extremely

pained look which came over Sir Arthur's face as I attempted it. I made

a fearful hash of it, and suddenly Sir Arthur sat back laughing, thoroughly

enjoying my discomfiture. ' I am afraid you haven't got that quite right,

Barrington,' he said ; and well he might, for it was one of the most

difficult pieces of chromatic composition he had ever written—in fact, he

had purposely made it so.

" Sir Arthur, although very strict about the rendering of his music,

would always meet your views in any way he could, and it was no

uncommon thing for an artist to be allowed to render one of his songs a

little faster or a little slower than it was written.

"In ' Pinafore ' I had a song, ' I am the Captain of the Pinafore,'

which invariably secured at least one encore. While this opera was being

played the Prince of Wales honoured us with his presence. It was the

first time I had ever played before Royalty, and I was particularly anxious

to do my best. Sir Arthur himself conducted on that night, and when it

came to my song, he, no doubt, timed it exactly as it was written, but

whether we had been in the habit of taking it unconsciously a little

quicker I do not know, but on this particular night it fell as flat as a

pancake. I was intensely disappointed, for this was the only occasion

that I had ever known it to fail. Sullivan was a man whom every one

loved. His kindness of heart made you his friend, and his ever-ready

assistance and sympathy bound you daily closer to him."

"H.M.S. PINAFORE"

The next opera proved one of the most popular of the Gilbert and

Sullivan series, and did much to establish their reputation. " H.M.S.

Pinafore ; or, The Lass that Loved a Sailor," first produced ac the Opera
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Comique, May 25, 1878, at once became a pronounced success. . The

libretto is full of Gilbert's most brilliant humour and the score contains

some of Sullivan's most charming music, among which will be remembered

Josephine's " Sorry her lot " and "The hours creep on," her duet with

Rackstraw, " Refrain, audacious tar," and his ballad, " O Maiden fair,"

their final duet, " Oh joy," and the Captain's sentimental ballad, " Fair

Moon." Other tuneful and humorous numbers are so plentiful that

selection is difficult, but the " Ruler of the Queen's Navee," "He is an

Englishman," " Little Buttercup," " Never mind the why or wherefore,"

and many others, are so well known that to mention them seems almost

superfluous.

" H.M.S. Pinafore" is another specimen of a dramatised "Bab

ballad," and those who remember the amiable captain of the Mantel

piece will be able to form some slight idea of what happens to and

around the equally mild and agreeable commander of the Pinafore.

On board this vessel there is a theoretical belief that love levels all

distinctions of rank, but the conclusions to be drawn from the experiences

of those chiefly interested is that, while theoretically excellent, the idea

cannot be made to work practically. The Pinafore is a very perfect man-

o'-war, and when first taken on board we find the gallant mariners

engaged upon their various duties under the supervision of a youthful

midshipman, a young martinet of ten or thereabouts, whose enthusiastic

regard for duty is only checked when presently he falls a victim to the

mature charms of Little Buttercup, the stout and elderly bumboat-woman,

who, however, assuages his consuming adoration by the present of a sugar

stick, which he goes off to devour. Captain Corcoran commands the ship,

and prominent among the crew are Ralph Rackstraw, who modestly

describes himself as the smartest topman in the navy, and Dick Deadeye,

a well-meaning creature, though, in consequence of his unpleasant appear

ance, his sentiments are usually regarded as particularly atrocious. Even

his casual remark that " It's a queer world " brings upon the luckless Dick

a stern reproof from the crew, and an assurance from Ralph " that such

revolutionary sentiments are enough to make an honest sailor shudder."

It must be explained that Ralph is not happy ; he loves the Captain's
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daughter, which is the more unlucky, as his rival is Sir Joseph Porter,

K.C.B., the First Lord of the Admiralty. When Sir Joseph comes on

board, however, attended by "his sisters, and his cousins, and his aunts,"

who accompany him everywhere, and echo his opinions in bursts of

choral music, the doctrine of equality is emphatically preached. Captain

Corcoran is reproved for not saying " If you please" when he wants his

 

crew to do anything, and Sir Joseph explains that the British sailor is

equal to any man on earth, except, of course, the First Lord of the

Admiralty. Ralph, therefore, plucks up courage, tells his love to the

Captain's daughter, vows that he is in his present state of mind nothing

but "a living ganglion of irreconcilable antagonisms," and asks her to-

marry him. She calls him "Audacious tar," and refuses with some

warmth, whereupon he loads a pistol and is on the point of blowing out
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his brains, to the great annoyance of the crew, who hate a noise, and put

their fingers to their ears to shut out the sound, when Josephine thinks

better of it. A plan of elopement is therefore contrived, but Dick

Deadeye warns the Captain, and he meets the would-be fugitives. Ralph,

however, has an unanswerable defence and explanation. He is "an

Englishman," and this assertion is regarded on all hands, except Captain

Corcoran's, as entirely satisfactory ; indeed, the First Lord is so much

affected that he borrows sixpence and presents it to the gallant sailor.

But when the First Lord comes to understand the real state of the case,

and finds that it is the girl he proposes to marry who is eloping with a

common sailor, his opinions change. He has announced officially and

formally that " love levels all ranks," but he now amends that sentiment

by the further explanation that " it does to a considerable extent, but it

does not level them as much as that," and requesting to be informed

whether there is a dungeon on board, he would have despatched Ralph to

it forthwith, only Little Buttercup relates a fact at which she has been

mysteriously hinting throughout the piece. In former times she had

been by profession a baby-farmer, and had changed Ralph for Captain

Corcoran, and Captain Corcoran for Ralph. No one disputes the

evidence, no one can. The two reappear in the respective uniforms of

the new ranks to which their births entitle them, Sir Joseph consoles him

self with a cousin ; Corcoran, A.B., joins hands with Little Buttercup, and

Ralph condescends to the humble Josephine, formerly so far above him,

now so far below him in station.
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HE great success of "Pinafore" led to a misunderstanding

between Mr. Carte and the Comedy Opera Company,

and the directors, unmindful of the fact that he had been

the means of their entering into such a successful

undertaking, wished to continue without him. Some

exciting litigation took place, and at one time two " Pinafores " were

running in London, that of the Comedy Company, however, without the

authority of the author or composer. In the end it resulted in Mr. Carte

entering into a contract personally with Gilbert and Sullivan to produce

their works, and so was formed the " triumvirate " which for years

worked so successfully. "Pinafore" was extensively "pirated" in

America, for at that time no international copyright laws existed ; but

eventually, on Dec. i, 1879, Sullivan, Gilbert, and Carte who had journeyed

to New York produced their own version at the Fifth Avenue Theatre.

It is difficult to conceive the rage " Pinafore " created across the

"herring-pond"; it was performed by any and every possible company,

black as well as white, adults and children, and even church choirs were

•drawn into the craze.

Speaking of its extraordinary popularity, Sir Arthur once wrote :

" The play caught on in America and raged like a fever all over the

States. In New York alone eight theatres were performing it at the

same time, and the words were so constantly quoted that at last it was

•decided to impose a fine each time a phrase from ' Pinafore ' was used in

general conversation. My dear old friend, Frederick Clay, was in church

one Sunday morning with the Barlows, one of the best known families in
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New York, and the preacher concluded a most eloquent sermon with the

impressive words, ' For he himself hath said it ! ' Clay whispered into

Sam Barlow's ear the continuing line, ' And it's greatly to his credit,'

promptly took out half a dollar and silently placed it into Mr. Barlow's

hand. It is perhaps," continued the composer, "a rather strange fact that

the music to ' Pinafore,' which was thought to be so merry and spon

taneous, was written while I was suffering agonies from a cruel illness.

I would compose a few bars, and then- lie almost insensible from pain.

When the paroxysm was passed, I would write a little more, until the

pain overwhelmed me again. Never was music written under conditions

so distressing."

When the rage was at its height in America, in a newspaper of the

time there is a notice to the effect that in one city alone a hundred

thousand barrel-organs were built to play nothing but " Pinafore."

" What, never ? Well, hardly ever ! " became a catch phrase of the

most fearful type. One distracted editor found himself compelled to

forbid the use of the phrase by his staff on pain of instant dismissal. " It

has occurred twenty times in as many articles in yesterday's edition," he

sorrowfully said to them on one occasion. " Never let me see it used

again!" " What, never ? " was the wholly unanimous question. "Well,

hardly ever," replied the wretched man.

In our illustration of the "Canterbury Pilgrims," we have three

eminent musicians. On the left is the late Fred Clay, the well-known

and brillant composer who was almost as a brother to Sullivan, who is on

the right. The centre figure is the late Earl of Wilton, then the Hon.

Seymour Egerton, better known as " Sim " Egerton. Sir Arthur has

described him as the best amateur musician in England "who struggled

manfully against the disadvantages of birth, wealth, and position."

At this time Sullivan undertook the conductorship of the Covent

Garden Promenade Concerts under the management of Messrs. A. and

S. Gatti. When he stepped into his place in the orchestra he was greeted

with shouts of enthusiastic welcome. Curiously enough, " Pinafore" fell

rather flat when it was produced, and only two months after its production

it was intended to be withdrawn, but about this time Sullivan introduced
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a spirited arrangement of the " Pinafore " music, which had been prepared

by Mr. Hamilton Clarke, into the Promenade Concert programmes, and

this proved an excellent advertisement. But " Pinafore's " greatest

London success came after the " boom " in America.

 

Fred Clay Lord Wilton Arthur Sullivan

The Canterbury Pilgrims

As conductor, of course, the programme for each evening had to be

submitted to him.

One day a well-known singer selected the popular " Batti, Batjti " as

one of her contributions. In due course the programme was sent to Sir

Arthur, and he sat down, pen in hand, to correct any errors. When he
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came to the song, he turned to a friend who happened to be in the room

and said, " Don't you think, under the circumstances, I ought to change

that B into ' G ' and make it read ' Gatti, Gatti ' ? "

Another time, when strolling up the Strand, the late Alfred Cellier

who was assistant-conductor, suggested that they should go to a restaurant

and have some supper. " Excellent idea," said Sir Arthur. " Let us go to

Gatti's. They are paying you and me a lot of money. We will return

a little of it."

"THE PIRATES OF PENZANCE"

In an attempt to prevent the pirating of their next opera, " The

Pirates of Penzance ; or, The Slave of Duty," was first produced in America

at the Fifth Avenue, New York, after their own company had played

"Pinafore" to crowded houses for a month. Both Sullivan and Gilbert

were in America as well as Mr. Carte, under whose management it was

produced. So great was its success that he played it with four companies

at once all over the States.

To save the copyright in England, a first performance was given

by one of Mr. Carte's travelling companies under the supervision of

Mrs. Carte (then Miss Helen Lenoir), at the little Bijou Theatre,

Paignton, a day before the American production, but it was not publicly

produced at the Opera Comique until April 25, 1880, till which date

" Pinafore " had merrily run to most successful business.

The new opera proved every whit as entertaining as its predecessor,

and Sullivan's music if anything more charming. The exquisite madrigal

" Oh leave me not to live," and the song, " I am a Pirate King," will at

once be remembered beside those favourites, " When the foeman bares

his steel," " Climbing over rocky mountains," and many others, not to

mention the ever-green " Policeman Chorus." Its quaint story is known

to most. Frederic, the hero of the story, has been bound apprentice to

a pirate owing to a mistake made by his nurse, who had been instructed

to bind him to a pilot. The words were so much alike, she explains, arid

Frederic not only admits that they were, but confesses that they are so

still, though years have rolled over their heads. The apprentice has
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been able and industrious during his professional career, but his indentures

are now out, and he sorrowfully tells his late companions—who are

carousing in their rocky stronghold, as pirates should—that he shall be

reluctantly compelled to give them all up to justice. Individually he

loves them as brothers, collectively he hates them as pestilent scourges ;

 

Designed bv Miss A. Havers

" Pirates of Penzance "

and though his duty to his master has obliged him to learn the trade and

work hard, his duty to society now forces him to destroy the gang. The

Pirate King, though prone to wave a black flag ornamented with skulls

and crossbones and to sing songs about the pirate's life, is really rather a

well-disposed man, one good point in his character being that he never lets

the band hurt orphans, of whom they find an altogether unaccountable

number afloat whenever they capture a vessel. However, the pirates go
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and leave Frederic to the contemplation of the knotty point, Is Ruth a

beautiful woman, and shall he take her with him ? She is the only woman

he has ever seen, he thinks he loves her, and is almost on the point of

accepting her, when the very numerous daughters of Major-General

Stanley, delightfully and quaintly dressed, come tripping down the rocks.

One of them proposed that they shall paddle about in the water, and they

have all taken off one shoe, when Frederic, who is hiding, suddenly comes

forward. The ex-pirate is delicate and shy, and knows that the young

ladies would be hurt if they found out that they had been watched. Of

course he loves them all, and musically asks,

" Oh ! is there not one maiden breast,

Which seems to feel the moral beauty

Of making worldly interest

Subordinate to sense of duty?"

who would not, in fact, devote herself to the task of reforming him. All

refuse, except Mabel, who accepts the position at once, and sings love

duets to him while her numerous sisters talk or rather sing, with the

greatest earnestness, about the weather and the crops. Upon this

pleasing scene the pirates enter, seize the Misses Stanley, and are about

to send for the nearest clergyman, when the Major-General appears.

His identity he declares in a song, the peculiarity of which is, that he can

never at first catch a rhyme for the last line ; thus, having said, " Then I

can hum a fugue of which I've heard the music's din afore," he has to stop

and think hard before he hits on the next line. " And whistle all the

airs from that infernal nonsense 'Pinafore.'" He knows the pirates

weakness, and to save himself and daughters, does not scruple to declare

that he is an orphan boy, upon which the pirate king not only lets him go,

but elects him an honorary member of the band. In the second act it

appears that the Major-General has a conscience. Even on damp nights

he will sit in the ruined chapel of the estate he has just bought and

humble himself before the tombs of his ancestors. Frederic, the accepted

suitor of Mabel, points out with some force that his prospective father-in-

law has only just settled down in the neighbourhood ; but this does not

comfort the sufferer. " Frederic," he says, "in this chapel are ancestors,
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you cannot deny it. With the estate I bought the chapel and its contents.

I don't know whose ancestors they were, but I know whose ancestors

they are, and I shudder to think that their descendant by purchase—if I

may so describe myself—should have brought disgrace upon what, I have

no doubt, was an unstained escutcheon." The extermination of the band

is, however, the chief work in hand, and for this end a serjeant and

company of policemen have been secured. The daughters bid these

rather timid constables "go to death and to slaughter," and promise them

regretful tears if, as is very probable, they fall before the fierce and ruth

less foes they are about to assail ; and the serjeant does not at all like

this way of putting the thing.

" We observe too great a stress

On the risks that on us press,

And of reference, alack,

To our chance of coming back,"

he sings. Nevertheless, after many declarations of "We go! we go!"

from the police, and expostulations, " Yes, but you don't go," from the

Major-General, away they march. The ludicrous scene in which Frederic

discovers that, being bound till his twenty-first birthday, and, having been

born on the 29th of February, he has still several scores of years to serve,

need not be described. Pirates and police meet when the former comes

to revenge themselves on Stanley ; the police fall, but the victors are

quelled when urged by their prostrate foes to be good enough to yield in

Queen Victoria's name ; after which Ruth explains that the gang are all

—that is, nearly all—noblemen who have gone wrong, and universal

matrimony is Left to follow.

In spite of all precautions, "The Pirates" was badly pirated and

various lawsuits for infringement of copyright were entered into. Every

thing was kept in MS., to steal which was common felony, but it was

claimed that any one might take down the libretto in shorthand and

memorise the orchestration. So a sharp look-out was kept for note-takers,

who were promptly turned out of the theatre. Many efforts were also

made to bribe the members of the orchestra to obtain their music, but

these were all loyally resisted.
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N January of 1878 the committee of the Leeds Musical

Festivals wrote to Sullivan asking him if he would

compose an oratorio for their next Festival in 1880. He

was away at Nice at the time, but on his return he

wrote that, although he could not undertake the compo

sition of an oratorio, which would occupy the whole of a concert, he would

be willing to compose a work about the same length and character as "The

Prodigal Son." The subject he fixed upon was the Bible story of David

and Jonathan, but this was subsequently abandoned owing to the sacred

words requiring a certain amount of conventional treatment. Finally, he

selected " The Martyr of Antioch," by the late Dean Milman, which

work Gilbert arranged and partly rewrote as a sacred cantata. He was

offered a fee of one hundred guineas for the privilege of first producing

the new work.

In 1880 he was elected to the post of conductor to the coming

Festival, at a further fee of two hundred guineas. Prior to this, Sir

Michael Costa had wielded the baton, but, owing to his "imperious

behaviour and autocratic pretensions," he had alienated many of his

supporters. It is said that Sullivan always considered this post the " blue

ribbon " of his profession, and there is no doubt that at Leeds he achieved

his greatest triumphs as a conductor. He was especially proud of his

association with the Yorkshire Chorus and of his orchestra of 117 per

formers, all of which, he claimed, were Englishmen, for Sullivan was

essentially " British." He was always sure that the forces placed under

his direction would afford him the opportunity of making a brilliant
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display, and the conditions were such as to win from him his highest

efforts, which he gave most unsparingly.

"The Martyr of Antioch " was produced on Friday, Oct. 15, 1880,

with Albani, Patey, Edward Lloyd, and King in the principal parts.

Both his work and his conductorship brought forth the warmest praise

from the public and the press. A leading paper wrote :
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" Those who heard the work were struck with the novelty, the

originality, the greatness of the conception ; the true inspiration with

regard to ideas, and with the riches of the resources of Sullivan's orches

tration." Another stated: "The effect of the whole performance was

quite thrilling. Sullivan has risen in this work to a height which has

astonished those who prophesied that he would never step out of the

chains of comic opera, while it has justified those who have consistently
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asserted that he possesses gifts which place him in the first rank of

modern composers."

In an interesting History of the Leeds Festivals, by Fred. H. Spark

and Joseph Bennett, some amusing stories are recorded of Sullivan's

connection with this musical centre.

In 1883, while rehearsing Raffs "The World's End," in which there

is a double chorus, there was one choir to express the anguish and dismay

of the lost souls and another to voice the feelings of the saved. To get

the chorus in better form, Sir Arthur thought to divide the singers, but,

as that would have proved a long and difficult process, he settled that

matter in another way. " Now, ladies and gentlemen," cried the con

ductor, " I want a clear division in this chorus, and in order to get it I

must ask the ' righteous ' to keep their seats, and the ' wicked ' to stand

up." About twenty singers had risen, when it occurred to them and to

the other members of the chorus that they were in a self-condemnatory

position; and at once, amid loud and general laughter, the "wicked"

ones sat down again. A little explanation and chaff from Sir Arthur put

matters right, one of the "wicked" complacently remarking, "Well,

we'rt best lot now—for we ain't ashamed to stand."

Again, in the same year, Sir Arthur was conducting the oratorio of

" King David " for the blind Sir George Macfarren. Sir George at the

rehearsal sat by the side of Sir Arthur, and told him anything he wished

altered. In one part of the composition the massed chorus had to sing,

" Fifty men, fifty men." When it was given, Sir George held out his

hand and touched Sir Arthur on the arm. He bent down to hear what

the composer had to say. " Louder, louder ! " whispered Sir George ;

"those ' Fifty men ' must be louder, louder."

Sir Arthur turned to the singers, and with a merry twinkle behind his

eyeglass he said, " Those ' fifty men ' should be forte."

Sir Arthur Sullivan, as everybody knows, was not demonstrative in his

employment of the baton, and some unfavourable comparisons were made.

These, it is needless to say, reached Sir Arthur's ears, and were received

with characteristic good humour. In fact, the conductor declared that at

the next rehearsal he would show how he could benefit by criticism and
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" beat time like a windmill." And this he certainly did. His arms were

upraised, thrown round in full swing and vigorously used, while he loudly

stamped with his feet and his eyes sparkled with fun. After the first

chorus there were audible expressions of pleased surprise. " By gow,"
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one singer was heard to say, " Sullivan has improved " ; and never after

was a word heard about " Sullivan's lethargy."

In 1886 Sir Arthur Sullivan composed his beautiful " Golden Legend "

for the coming Festival. It was founded on Longfellow's poem, and

adapted by Joseph Bennett. It was produced on the morning of Saturday,

Oct. 16. The same principals took the solos as in "The Martyr of

Antioch," and its success was overwhelming. A leading critic of the day

wrote as follows :
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" A greater, more legitimate, and more undoubted triumph than that of

the new cantata has not been achieved within my experience. . . . On

its absolute merits ' The Golden Legend ' took the audience by storm.

When it came to an end a scene followed, only comparable, perhaps, with

that presented after the last note of 'Elijah' at Birmingham in 1846.

The hall was a show of fluttering handkerchiefs and waving hats ; a

sustained thunder of approval came from the audience, accentuated by

the ringing cheers, one, two, three, and all together, of the male chorus ;

the members of the orchestra laid down their instruments to clap their

hands ; and the chorus ladies pelted the composer with flowers. This

was genuine enthusiasm, no doubt about it ; and it had adequate provo

cation of a legitimate sort. . . . ' The Golden Legend ' earned its

immense success by being sympathetic in story and verbal expression ;

by being melodious and relying upon melody before all ; by keeping the

means employed as simple as possible ; and by reflecting, through the

medium of beautiful and well-ordered art, the very spirit of incident,

utterance, and situation."

This was the last work he did for the Festival, although he was

connected with it almost to his death ; in fact, his resignation, tendered

through ill health, was only accepted by the committee a few days before

he passed away.

The aesthetic opera " Patience ; or, Bunthorne's Bride," was produced

at the Opera Comique on Saturday, April 21, 1 88 1, where it ran until

it was transported to the new Savoy Theatre later in the year.
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O firmly had Gilbert and Sullivan established themselves,

that D'Oyly Carte decided to erect a theatre to be entirely

devoted to their works. With this object in view he

obtained a site between the Strand and Victoria

Embankment, in the precinct of the historic Savoy. After

considerable delay, occasioned by the absurdities of " red tape," the

building was erected. In this theatre Mr. Carte decided to make the bold

experiment of lighting entirely by electricity, and it was the first public

building in the world where this was successfully carried out. It is a

striking illustration of the rapid progress of electricity to find that only

twenty years ago the lighting of 1200 incandescent lamps from one

source was considered an enormous undertaking, and, as Mr. Carte was

told on all sides, one certain to fail. The new lights would go out ! He

went on, however, undaunted, and the Savoy Theatre reaped the reward.

The new theatre was designed by C. J. Phipps, F.S.A., and it was

decorated with charming taste. Paintings of cherubim, muses, angels

and mythological deities were discarded, and the ornaments consisted

entirely of delicate plaster modelling, designed in the manner of the

Italian renaissance. The main colour tones were white, pale yellow, and

gold ; gold used only for backgrounds or in large masses, and not—

following what may be called, for want of a better name, the " gingerbread

school of decorative art "—-for gilding relief work or mouldings. The back

walls of the boxes and corridors were in two tones of venetian red. No

painted act-drop was used, but a curtain of creamy satin, quilted, having

a fringe at the bottom, and a valance of embroidery of the character of
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Spanish work, kept up the consistency of the colour scheme. This

curtain was arranged to drape from the centre. The stalls were covered

with a blue plush of an inky hue, and the balcony seats were of stamped

velvet of the same tint, while the curtains of the boxes were of yellowish

silk, brocaded with a pattern of decorative flowers in broken colour. It

was opened on Monday, Oct. io, 1 88 1, with the transplanted opera, which

entered upon a new lease of success.

" Patience," as every one knows, satirised not the yEsthetic move

ment itself, but those "Apostles of Beauty" who carried aestheticism to

the extreme of absurdity.

Gilbert completed the libretto of this opera in November of the

previous year, and it was entirely uninfluenced by " The Colonel," in

which Burnand also utilised the aesthetic craze for his subject.

The Press of the time were unanimous in their praises of Sullivan's

music. In this opera opportunities were given, although the words were

but in mock-earnest, for some charming sentimental ballad music, and

Sullivan was quick to grasp the chance of introducing new variety into

his score.

"PATIENCE"

The plot of "Patience" is somewhat thin. The scene opens at

" Castle Bunthorne," where Bunthorne, the aesthetic poet and the leader of

"culture," is found revealing to twenty "love-sick maidens " the mysteries

of the heart and love, which, by the way, he affirms could be easily

remedied by proper medical treatment. They listen to him with rapture

and adoration, but Bunthorne remains " icy insensible" to their passion.

He loves Patience they declare.

Patience, who is a simple milk-girl, has never loved, except an aunt,

and learns that true love must be only "utter unselfishness." The

previous year the officers of the 35th Dragoon Guards—lady-killers all—

had been much beloved by the twenty maidens, but now they find a

different reception. Bunthorne has " idealised them " and " their eyes

are opened."
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When alone, Bunthorne confesses to being a sham, and only acting

aestheticism for the sake of admiration ; in fact, he tells you what to do,

If you're anxious for to shine, in a high aesthetic line.

Patience can remember a boy who was her child-companion, and when

Archibald Grosvenor appears she finds that it is he. Archibald is like

wise an " idyllic poet," and is, so he says, " incomparably beautiful in

mind and body." They love each other, but Patience, mindful of the fact

that real love is " utter unselfishness," feels that she can never hope to

marry one so perfect.

Bunthorne now returns, and has decided to put himself up to be raffled

for, but just as the lot is about to be drawn, Patience, in her utter un

selfishness, steps in and says she will marry him because she "detests

him so."

The disappointed maidens then return to their deserted dragoons.

Again they

hear the soft note of an echoing voice

Of an old old love, long dead,

but before the delighted dragoons have time to reply, Archibald Grosvenor

enters, and the faithless maidens immediately transfer their fickle love to

him because "he is aesthetic!" Bunthorne is jealous and the dragoons

disgusted.

In the next act, which is laid in a " Rural Glade," Grosvenor is now

the adored one of all the maidens. He is not so pleased with their

constant attention, and as they have followed him since Monday he pleads

for "the usual half-holiday on Saturday." They mournfully agree and

leave him.

Bunthorne, deserted and jealous, has still one faithful and. devoted

admirer—the portly Lady Jane, whose charms are decreasing and her

bodily size increasing. " Among the faithless, faithful only she," to

Bunthorne, she implores him not to wait too long ; but Bunthorne is

determined to beat Grosvenor on his own ground.

Meanwhile the Colonel and the Major have become "aesthetic"
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Their hair is long and their costume more or less Early English. Not

quite correct, though, but, as Lady Angela says, " O Sophia, are they

not quite too all but " To which remark Lady Sophia has to confess,

' They are, indeed, jolly utter ! "

At last the rival poets meet. Bunthorne threatens to " curse "

 

Reginald unless he at once " cuts his hair, parts it behind, and becomes

commonplace." Appalled by this, Grosvenor consents (not without a

secret relief) to become quite

A steady and solid y, Jolly Bank Holiday, everyday young man.

But now that Bunthorne is happy, Patience, in her utter unselfishness,

breaks off the enra^ement, and on Archibald Grosvenor's return, in a

tweed suit, followed by the twenty maidens in violent " milliner appren
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tice " attire, she feels that, as now he is a commonplace young man, she

can marry him. Bunthorne, in despair, finds the twenty ex-aesthetic young

ladies have returned to their military lovers. He would then console

himself with the portly Lady Jane, but the " Lieutenant the Duke of

Dunstable " has decided on marrying "one who is plain," and Lady Jane

claims she is that, so Bunthorne is left without a bride.

The following year (1882) was, perhaps, the darkest Sullivan experi

enced. On May 27 his dear mother passed away at Northumberland

House, Fulham, at the age of seventy-one. She had been spared to

watch her son successfully climb the ladder of success and more than

realise the dream of fame for him which she had shared years ago with

her husband as they watched their boy's musical education. How closely

these two were united in the ties of love those only who knew Sir

Arthur's tender disposition can appreciate. Together they had borne the

loss of those nearest and dearest to them, and now the always cruel

but inevitable parting came. One honour alone was too late for her to

share the pride of, viz., his Knighthood; but many years before, even as

early as 1874, rumours of it were current in the Press.

When Sir Arthur laid his mother in her last resting-place he did not

part with the guiding and cheering spirit that had hitherto shared his

endeavours, for her influence remained with him even unto the end. It

is pathetic to know that the very last time that he left his house it was

to visit his mother's grave and lay upon it the fresh flowers that were

seldom absent. To one of his closest friends, whom he visited on his

return, he remarked that there was room beside her for him when he

died, but he little thought how painfully prophetic these words would

prove, or that the Queen and people who had learned to love him so

well would claim for his last resting-place, a spot not more dear to him

but more honoured in the presence of the famous dead.

"IOLANTHE"

On Nov. 24 the fairy opera, " Iolanthe ; or, The Peer and the Peri," was

produced at the Savoy, and simultaneously at the Standard Theatre, New
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York, under the management of Mr. Carte. The story of the fairy

Iolanthe, who was weak enough to marry a mortal, and in consequence,

spent twenty-five years at the bottom of a river, only to return again at

last, as young as ever, to watch over her son Stephron, who was immortal

down to his waist; is not, perhaps, as brilliant in conception as the previous

operas. Yet the quaint mixture of the affairs of the House of Peers with
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" Iolanthe "

those of the Fairies, the love of Stephron for Phyllis—the ward in chan

cery—and his election to Parliament, and the happy alteration of the fairy

law which compels the fairies to marry peers, gives Gilbert scope for

many of his wittiest lines. Sullivan's portion of the work is full of tuneful

numbers and masterly orchestration.

During this year the big bankruptcy of a firm in the City swept away

the savings of a lifetime. When Sullivan stepped into the orchestra to
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conduct the first night of his new opera he was practically penniless but

for a few pounds he had in the bank at the moment. The news reached

him on the very day of the production of the new work, but such was the

man's splendid courage that, without one moment of useless regret, he

began again the fight with the world.

On May 7, 1883, the Royal College of Music was opened by the

Prince of Wales, who there announced that it was the Queen's wish to

confer the honour of Knighthood upon Professor Macfarren, the

Principal of the Royal Academy of Music ; Dr. Grove, the Director of

the New College ; and Dr. Sullivan ; and on the 22nd her wish was

carried out.

"PRINCESS IDA"

After a successful run of more than a year, " Iolanthe" was replaced

by a new opera, "Princess Ida; or, Castle Adamant," which was

described as a respectful operatic /rrversion of Tennyson's poem, "The

Princess." It was produced at the Savoy on January 5, 1884. The plot

was largely adapted from a previous work by Gilbert, which had been

produced at the Olympic Theatre in 1870 with poor success.

The story opens in a prologue, where we find Prince Halarion, who

has been betrothed to the Princess Ida at the early age of two, awaiting

the arrival of his bride, whom he has never since seen. Instead comes

the message that she will not marry, but has retired to Castle Adamant,

where she rules a woman university, and has learned to hate all the

male persuasion—even in animals.

The Prince, who has fallen madly in love with the Princess from a

picture of her which he has carried nearest his heart, decides to claim

her, and with two friends he invades the ladies' retreat, disguised as three

girl graduates. They are, however, discovered, and Ida flies from the

contaminating male presence ; but in her haste trips and falls into a lake,

from which she is rescued by her lover.

The second act opens with a warlike show of lady students, whose

courage soon evaporates, for Ida still refuses to marry. Finally, the

decision of her fate is left in the hands of her three brothers, who enter
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the lists against Hilarion and his friends. The brothers fall, and in the

end the Princess gives her hand as the price of her brothers' lives.

In spite of the tuneful music it contains, " Princess Ida" was, perhaps,

one of the least successful of the Savoy series, and comments were made

that the brilliant author and composer had worked themselves out ; but

 

the instantaneous success of the next opera contradicted this rumour in a

most emphatic manner.

"THE MIKADO"

The curtain rose on " The Mikado ; or, The Town of Titipu," on

Saturday, March 14, 1885, and it at once became one of the most, if not

the most popular work they ever wrote together. Sullivan's charming
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music is known to all, and will be recalled by a slight sketch of the plot

of the opera. The scene of the story, as

the title suggests, is the town of Titipu, and

it begins outside the palace of Ko-Ko, Lord

High Executioner, the highest office a citizen

can obtain. Here the nobles are grouped

in all the richest garments, in attitudes well

known to the students of Japanese art, till

their eccentric symmetry is disturbed by the

entrance of Nanki-Poo, a ballad singer and

second trombone in a wandering band ; that,

at least, is what he affects to be. He singfs

to the nobles in many styles, and these

sympathetic creatures sigh at his love-songs,

are moved by patriotic ardour when he

touches on battle, and when he becomes

nautical, and sings how " Her anchor's a-trip

and her helm a-lee,"they give way to curious

suggestions of the sailor's hornpipe, which

has a very remarkable effect as coming from the nobles of Titipu.

Nanki- Poo's mission is to find Yum-Yum, who was once betrothed to her

guardian Ko-Ko ; but, as he has been condemned to death for flirting, he

obviously does not want a wife. But a complication has arisen. In

order to check the rate of executions the citizens have taken a wary step.

The next man to be condemned to be beheaded was Ko-Ko, so they made

him headsman ; and thus, until he had decapitated himself, decapitations

could not proceed. These facts are revealed to Nanki-Poo by Pooh-Bah,

who describes himself as a " particularly haughty and exclusive person,

of pre-Adamite descent. You will understand this," he continues, " when

I tell you that I can trace my ancestry back to a protoplasmal primordial

atomic globule. Consequently my family pride is something incon

ceivable ; I can't help it, I was born sneering." All the great officers

resigned because they were too proud to serve Ko-Ko, an ex-tailor, and

Pooh-Bah, who is always trying to mortify his family pride, serves the
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upstart as Eirst Lord of the Treasury, Lord Chief Justice, Commander-

in-Chief, Lord High Admiral, Master of the Buckhounds, Groom of the

Backstairs, Archbishop of Titipu, and Lord Mayor, both acting and elect.

Ko-Ko himself soon enters intent upon matrimony, for he has resumed

his engagement, and he is soon followed by Yum-Yum and her two

friends, Beep-Bo and Pitti-Sing, who take part in that quaintest and most

delightful of trios, "Three little maids from school are we." Nanki-Poo

is, of course, heartbroken to find his rival free and powerful, and when

presently left alone with Yum-Yum she can only sing, " Were I not to

Ko-Ko plighted," with description of the happiness that might be before

them. The pair, with appropriate action, show how they might embrace,

what kisses might be exchanged but for the unwelcome engagement,

remembering only in the refrain that these things must not be. Nanki-

Poo also reveals himself. " What if it should prove, after all, that I am

no musician," he says, and Yum-Yum eagerly answers, "There! I was

certain of it, directly I heard you play !" He is, in fact, the son of the

Mikado, who has fled his father's Court to escape the

attentions of an elderly and inconveniently affectionate

lady (such ladies are well known to Gilbertian opera)

called Katisha ; but this does not alter the question of

Ko-Ko's claims. At this moment something happens.

A letter from the Mikado is brought in, and his

Majesty, who has been struck with the cessation of

executions in Titipu, decrees that, unless somebody

is beheaded within a month, the post of Lord High

Executioner shall be abolished and the city reduced

to the rank of a village. Some one must be put out

of the way, and the Executioner, in a song, mentions

some of those whose deaths would be a distinct gain

to society.

But Ko-Ko must find a substitute, for the sugges

tions of his friends, that he ought to begin with

himself, he rejects ; and when Nanki-Poo enters

intent upon hanging himself for love, Ko-Ko begs him to postpone
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the affair. " Don't spoil yourself by committing suicide ; be beheaded

handsomely at the hands of the Public Executioner," he urges, and he

dwells on the advantages. "You'll have a month to live, and you'll live

like a fighting-cock at my expense. When the day comes there will be

a grand public ceremonial—you'll be the central figure—no one will

attempt to deprive you of that distinction. There'll be a procession—

bands—dead march—bells tolling—all the girls in tears—Yum-Yum

distracted—then, when it's all over, general rejoicing and a display of fire

works in the evening. You won't see them, but they'll be there all the

same."

Nanki-Poo will only agree if he is allowed at once to marry Yum-

Yum, who will be a widow in a month ; and to this at last Ko-Ko

consents. The wedding is in preparation when, in the second act,

Ko-Ko's garden is displayed. Nanki-Poo and Yum-Yum are happy in

the prospect of their month of wedded life, when a new complication

arises. If a man is beheaded his wife has to be buried alive, and when

this is pointed out to Yum-Yum she hesitates. " It makes a difference,

don't it?" is her remark, and her lover can . only admit that "It does

make a difference, of course." The marriage cannot take place, so, to the

great disgust of the Executioner, Nanki-Poo insists upon being beheaded

forthwith. Ko-Ko irritably answers that he does not go about prepared

to execute gentlemen at a moment's notice, and to Poo- Bah's mild

expostulation, "Still, as Lord High Executioner " Ko-Ko replies:

" My good sir, as Lord High Executioner, I've got to behead him in

a month. I'm not ready yet. I don't know how it's done, I've got to

take lessons. I mean to begin with a guinea-pig, and work my way

through the animal kingdom till I come to a second trombone. Why,

you don't suppose that, as a human man, I 'd have accepted the post of

Lord High Executioner if I hadn't thought the duties were purely

nominal? I can't kill him. I can't kill anything ! "

A brilliant idea now comes to Ko-Ko. The coroner (Pooh-Bah is

the coroner) can give a certificate that the execution has taken place and

all the high officers of State (Pooh-Bah is all the high officers) will swear

to it ; and there is no time to be lost as the Mikado is approaching the
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city, so Nanki-Poo and Yum-Yum run off to be married by the Archbishop

of Titipu (Pooh-Bah is the archbishop). The Mikado (the most smiling

and good-tempered of monarchs) enters with Katisha, his daughter-in-law

elect, and he proceeds to explain that one of his chief objects in life is to

make the punishment fit the crime.

A most graphic, but, of course, purely fictitious account of the execution
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The Residence of W. S. Gilbert

is supplied to the Mikado, who, however, states that he has not come

about that, but to find his son Nanki-Poo, whom Katisha has traced to

the spot. Here is a difficulty indeed, for the coroner's certificate records

the execution of Nanki-Poo, and this Katisha reads. The Mikado blames

nobody. Ko-Ko has beheaded the Imperial heir, but, of course, he could

not know. " How could you ? " the amiable sovereign says.

" Come, come, my good fellow, don't distress yourself ; it was no fault

of yours. If a man of exalted rank chooses to disguise himself as second
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trombone he must take the consequences. It really distresses me to see

you take on so. I have no doubt he thoroughly deserved all he got."

Ko-Ko, and the others taking their cue from the Mikado's good nature,

become quite jocular about the mistake, till the monarch casually asks

Katisha if she remembers the punishment for compassing the death of the

Heir- Apparent. At the word "punishment" all fall flat. " Yes," the

Mikado continues, " something lingering, with boiling oil in it, I fancy.

Something of that sort. I think boiling oil occurs in it, but I am not sure.

I know it's something humorous, but lingering with boiling oil, or melted

lead. Come, come, don't fret, I'm not a bit angry ! "

Affably asking if they can wait till after luncheon, and smilingly

accepting their assurance that they can wait till then, the Mikado is

escorted off, remarking that they'll make it after luncheon.

However, the fugitive lovers arrive, equipped for their journey ; the

wrath and disappointment of Katisha is appeased, and she is ultimately

induced to accept the hand of Ko-Ko. The Mikado is pacified on learn

ing that no execution has taken place, and that his son is restored to him,

and all ends merrily.
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|T is interesting to learn how Gilbert and Sullivan worked

together. First the story had to be decided upon, and

sometimes very trivial things gave the initial idea. " The

Mikado" was suggested by a huge executioner's sword

which used to hang in Gilbert's library ; the same sword,

in fact, that Grossmith carried as Ko-Ko ; while " The Yeomen of the
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Guard ' had its inspiration in the picture of the Beefeater in an adver

tisement of a well-known furnishing company. Gilbert then prepared

his outline of the plot and proceeded to write the lyrics for the first act.

Gilbert, by the way, never writes at a desk. He has a favourite easy-

chair of red leather, which he takes with him wherever he goes. When

working he sits with his legs stretched out on a stool exactly the same

height, and writes upon a pad on his lap. We reproduce a specimen of

his verses. They were left over from "The Gondoliers," and were to

have been sung by Tessa into the ear of the Grand Inquisitor when he

commands the two kings of Barataria, one of whom Tessa loves, to

leave their lovers and attend to the affairs of State and rule their

kingdom. The second verse we give in facsimile:

I.

Good Sir, I wish to speak politely—

Forgive me if my words are crude—

I find it hard to put it rightly—

Without appearing to be rude.

I mean to say—you're old and wrinkled—

It's rather blunt, but it's the truth—

With wintry snow your hair is sprinkled :

What can you know of Love and Youth ?

Indeed, I wish to speak politely ;

But pray forgive me, truth is truth ;

You're old and—pardon me—unsightly,

What can you know of Love and Youth ?

Gilbert had a perfect model of the Savoy stage made to half an inch

to the foot scale, and upon this he represented the various characters by

little cubes of wood, painted with different colours to indicate the voices.

With them he arranged all his entrances, exits, and groupings, and then,

with a sheet of paper before him, he made his notes, so that at the

rehearsal he had everything definitely arranged. It was, doubtless, due to

this that Gilbert gained the reputation of being one of the best stage-

managers in London.
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The lyrics of the first act being finished, they were sent to Sir Arthur

to work upon, and the first thing he did was to decide upon the rhythm of

the various songs, for any line can be treated in many different ways,

apart from the unlimited possibilities of melody. " The melody may

always come before metre with other composers," once said Sir Arthur,

"but it is not so with me. If I feel that I cannot get the accents right

II.
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Facsimile of MS. of Tessa's Song

in any other way, I mark out the metre in dots and dashes, and not until

I have quite settled upon the rhythm do I proceed to actual notation.

The original jottings are quite rough, and would probably mean very

little to any one else, though they mean so much to me. After I have

finished the opera in this way, the creative part of my work is completed;

but then comes the orchestration, which, of course, is a very essential

part of the whole matter, and entails very severe manual labour. The

manual labour of writing music is certainly exceedingly great. Apart
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from getting into the swing of composition itself, it is often an hour before

I get my hand steady and shape the notes properly and quickly. Then,

when I do begin, I work very quickly. But, whilst speaking of the severe

manual labour which is entailed in the writing of music, you must

 

Mr. Gilbert's Characters

remember that a piece of music which will only take two minutes in actual"

performance—quick time—may necessitate four or five days hard work in

the mere manual labour of orchestration, apart from the original com

position. The literary man can avoid manual labour in a number of ways,
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Facsimile of a Passage of First Rough Sketch of Chorus for the

" Yeomen of the Guard "

but you cannot dictate musical notation to a secretary. Every note must

be written in your own hand ; there is no other way of getting it done ;

and so, you see, every opera means four or five hundred folio pages of

music, every crotchet and quaver of which has to be written out by the
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composer. Then, of course, your ideas are pages and pages ahead of

your poor hard-working fingers ! When the ' sketch ' is completed, which

means writing, re-writing, and alterations of every kind, the work is drawn

 

Facsimile of finished Orchestral Score of the preceding passage

out in so-called 'skeleton-scores,' that is, with all the vocal parts and rests

for symphonies &c. complete, but without a note of accompaniment or

instrumental work of any kind, although I have all that in my mind.

Then the voice parts are written out by the copyist, and the rehearsals
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begin ; the composer, or, in his absence, the accompanist of the theatre

vamping an accompaniment.

" It is not until the music has been thoroughly learnt, and the rehearsals

on the stage with action, business, and so on, are well advanced, that

I begin the work of orchestration. When that is finished, the band

parts are copied ; two or three rehearsals of the orchestra are held,

the orchestra and voices, without any stage business or action ; and

finally, three or four full rehearsals of the complete work on the stage

are enough to prepare the work for presentation to the public."

Sir Arthur has confessed he found a railway carriage full of inspiration.

The rapid rhythmic whir seemed full of music to him ; in fact, he heard

music in everything, from the wind to the waves.

While the music of the first act was being composed, Gilbert was busy

completing the lyrics of the second. These were then handed over, so

that, while the composer was finishing the music, the author was busily

engaged in completing the libretto, the result being that both finished

their work about the same time, although the orchestration was not begun

until the opera was in active rehearsal.

Mr. Francois Cellier has given an interesting account of these

rehearsals. First, the music alone was rehearsed, the chorus learning first,

then the principals, and finally, the principals and chorus together. In the

meantime, Sir Arthur would have had the orchestra studying the music

separately.

Mr. Gilbert then read the new opera to the assembled company, and

as soon as they had learned their various parts, the dialogue and music

were rehearsed together.

During rehearsals, Gilbert superintended every action, in fact almost

every gesture, and took an immense amount of pains to have everything

as perfect as possible. He even had an exact model of the Pinafore

made when he was writing that opera. At times he was sharp and

impetuous, but rehearsals were trying ordeals.

Sullivan was different, although very strict in regard to the rendering

of his music. His way of giving a reproof was quiet but very effective.

" I will give you an example," said Mr. Cellier. "One of the difficulties
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which conductors have to contend with at the theatres is the custom,

among the members of the orchestra, of sending a deputy when they are

unable to be present themselves. In ' Princess Ida,' the Princess has to

ask, ' Where is the band ? ' and a little girl steps forward in order to

explain that the band 'didn't feel well, and so did not want to come.'

Nobody had taken any notice of the line at all. One day, however, when

it was spoken as usual at the rehearsal, Sullivan turned round, and when

the little girl remarked that the band could not come, he put his eyeglass

 

Model made for "H.M.S. Pinafore"

in his eye and said, 'Well, it's very simple; they must send a deputy,

that's all,' and he went on with the rehearsal as if nothing had happened,

although the humour of the remark, it need hardly be said, had come

home very close indeed to some in the orchestra.

" He was always humorous. I remember once the chorus ladies had

great difficulty in taking a word on a top A. They complained to Sir

Arthur. 'You don't like my A,' he said ; ' why, I consider it one of the

best A's I ever composed in my life.'

" While on the river once, a very amusing incident occurred. Sir

Arthur was steering the boat, and the conversation being animated, his
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eyeglass dropped out, with the result that presently he ran into a punt.

' My dear Arthur,' his friends said, ' do look where you are going. You

have run us into a punt.' To which he made the reply, ' Sorry, for I always

thought that I was rather a good contrapuntist.' "

" Staying once at a friend's house in the country, he was asked to play

the organ at church. He had not seen one for years, and when they

reached the psalms the stops refused to work. The choir went on ahead,

and in describing their relative position by the words of the psalms, he

used humorously to say, 'whilst I "was running about the city" they

were going on "grinning like a dog," 1 the latter quotation I expect aptly

describing the expression on the singers' faces."

SOME AMERICAN STORIES

When Sir Arthur, as President, took the chair at the annual dinner of

the Birmingham Clef Club in '86, he gave, in a very humorous speech,

an anecdote of his travels in America. He was travelling on a stage

coach in a wild part of California, and had to alight for refreshments at a

mining camp.

"They are expecting you here, Mr. Sullivan," said the driver.

Sullivan was flattered that his fame had travelled into so remote

a region. A knot of prominent citizens met him at the hotel bar.

" Are you Mister Sullivan ? " asked the foremost citizen, addressing a

big burly fellow, who was standing by Sullivan's side.

"No, this is the gentleman," he replied, pointing to the author of

" Patience."

" Why, is that so? How much do you weigh, Mister? "

Sullivan thought the question curious, but he replied: " I weigh about

162 pounds."

" And at that weight do you mean to say that you pounded John S.

Blackmore into fits?"

" No, sir," said Sullivan, " I did not pound him at all."

" Ain't you John L. Sullivan, the slogger ? "

" No, I am Arthur Sullivan."
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" Arthur Sullivan ! " said the prominent citizen thoughtfully. " Then

maybe you're the man that put ' Pinafore ' together ? "

" I am the man," Sullivan replied.

" Well," said the citizen, " we are sorry, ain't we, boys ? "

"We air sorry," they responded in chorus.

 

Sir A. Sullivan's Drawing-Room

" That you ain't John L. Sullivan," continued the foremost citizen ;

" but, still, we're glad to see you, eh boys ?"

" We air mighty glad, and we invite you to take a drink with us, and

we'll make it a basket of wine."

" Let her go at that," chimed in the others, and there were drinks all

round, and the coach resumed its journey merrily for the passengers, as

well as those who remained behind to talk over the two Sullivans.
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Among his serious music composed during this year, the " Exhibition

Ode," to words by Tennyson, produced at the Albert Hall, requires

mention.

Meanwhile the war of copyright had still gone on with America.

Efforts had been made to protect their works by getting an American

citizen to contribute a portion, but with little avail.

With the enormous success of " The Mikado," naturally American

managers were anxious to secure it. Two entered into negotiations with

D'Oyly Carte to produce the opera in New York. They were Mr.

Stetson, of the Fifth Avenue, and Mr. Duff, of the Standard Theatre.

Finally, Mr. Carte closed with the former, and it was announced that Duff

intended to "have it any way." It had been arranged that the opera

should be produced at the Fifth Avenue Theatre about the middle of

October, but Duff, they learned, intended to bring out his " pirated "

edition in August, and so forestall the legitimate production. Presently

they found that he was attempting to buy Japanese co.->tumes in England,

so Mr. Carte immediately purchased all in London and Paris.

A company was then rehearsed with the ostensible object of travelling

the provinces, but one day they were assembled at the Savoy, and Duffs

contemptible intentions were revealed to them. They were sworn to

secrecy and taken to Liverpool by special train, and succeeded in getting

on board unobserved by Duff's watchful spies, no easy matter when the

number of persons is taken into consideration.

Bogus names had been given to the shipping company, and Mr.

Carte may have recalled those lines from the early " La Perichole " :

Who I am none can discover,

What my errand none must know,

They little think I'm coming over

Incognito. Incognito.

Not a word of warning reached New York, and the consternation of

Mr. Duff when he learned that the enemy, considered three thousand

miles away, were at his very doors, can be imagined. Of course his

production proved too late.

On the company's return, after playing a week each in Liverpool and
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Manchester, they travelled, with only one day's break, direct to Berlin.

There they opened at the Wallner Theatre, where a successful season

was played, under the patronage of the Crown Prince.

A tribute of real admiration was unconsciously paid to Sir Arthur

Sullivan on one occasion when " The Mikado " was being played. It was

during the early existence of the play, and the composer was dining at

the Savoy Hotel, close to the theatre, when it suddenly struck him that

he would like to hear how the music sounded from the topmost gallery of

the house. He accordingly made his way to the shilling seats, and sat

there unconsciously humming his own airs. Presently a man touched

him on the shoulder. " Excuse me, sir," said he, " if I mention the fact

that I paid my money to hear Sullivan's charming opera as given by the

company, and not your confounded humming ! " This is one of the

tales that Sir Arthur was most fond of repeating, although it scored off

himself.

"RUDDYGORE"

On Saturday, Jan. 22, 1887, the supernatural opera, " Ruddygore; or,

The Witches' Curse," was produced. The story of a bad baronet who

has to commit a crime every day owing to a curse his ancestor incurred

through burning a witch, forms an important factor in this plot, which,

however, was not received with the usual unanimity of applause. The

second act was considered weak, and the final denouncement, where the

ancestors' portraits become reanimated, too exaggerated. Although Gilbert

was accused of falling off, Sullivan's music was considered some of the

best he had ever composed, and is ranked by critics almost equal with

that of " The Yeomen of the Guard."

We have already referred to the production of Sir Arthur's beautiful

"Golden Legend." During this year it was given in Berlin, and the

first performance was rendered so badly that very severe comments were

made on the principal performers and chorus. The following Saturday,

however, it was repeated under better conditions, and any unfavourable

opinions previously formed were swept away. During 1887, Sir Arthur

composed his beautiful "Imperial Institute Ode" (words by Lewis
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Morris), which was used at the laying of the foundation-stone of the

Imperial Institute by her Majesty the Queen, and six years later, in 1893,

he similarly composed his " Imperial March," in honour of the occasion

of the opening of the same Institute by her Most Gracious Majesty.

"THE YEOMEN OF THE GUARD"

Later in the year " Ruddygore " was withdrawn, and some revivals

of the older operas took place, which continued till " The Yeomen of the

 

Guard ; or, The Merryman and his Maid," was produced on Oct. 3,

1888.

In this opera the two collaborators broke new ground. Topsy

turvydoms disappeared, and the humour was mingled with pathos, and the

merry laughter had often the tenderer note of tears not far distant. It

was a real dramatic story, set to such music as only Sir Arthur knew

how to compose, and through it all runs the true note of genuine comedy.

Among its many delightful numbers, the mention of " Were I thy bride,"

" Is life a boon," "I have a song to sing, O!" "When our gallant

Norman foes," " Strange adventure," " When a wooer goes a-wooing,"

will recall to most memories of this gem of the Savoy series. Sir Arthur

Sullivan himself considered it one of his best, and of its composition

he has told a characteristic anecdote.

" There was a song in ' The Merryman and his Maid,' that gave me
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infinite trouble. I really believe I spent a fortnight over that blessed

jingle, and must have set and reset it a dozen times before I was content.

It was the ' House that Jack built' extension character about it which

bothered me, an additional phrase being added to each verse. Gilbert

told me that he got the idea of it from a nautical ballad he heard on a

yacht, beginning, 'I have a song to sing, O!' and as the song progressed it

increased in length just as the 'Merryman' did. I was glad, I assure you,

when I completed it to my satisfaction. It would have been ungrateful

for the public not to have liked it ; but happily it went all right, being

quaintly sung, and I was repaid for my trouble." Different from this was

the overture, which was composed and scored in less than twelve hours.

On October 19, Sir Arthur, as President of the Birmingham and

Midland Institute, delivered an address on " Music," in which he touched

lightly upon musical history, musical education and concert-room manners.

Speaking of one of the divine attributes of music, he said : "Its count

less moods and richly varied forms suit it to every organisation, and it

can convey every meaning except one—an impure one. Music can

suggest no improper thought, and herein may be claimed its superiority

over painting and sculpture, both of which may, and indeed, do at times,

depict and suggest impurity. The blemish, however, does not enter into

music ; sound alone (apart from articulate words, spectacle or descriptive,

programmes) must, from their indefinite nature, be innocent. Let us

thank God that we have one elevating and ennobling influence in the

world which can never, never lose its purity and virtue."

On December 29, Sir Henry Irving produced his version of " Mac

beth," and Sir Arthur composed the Incidental Mu>ic for the production,

and its appropriateness drew forth praises from all.

"THE GONDOLIERS"

December 7, 1889, saw the production of "The Gondoliers ; or the

King of Barataria." In this opera the collaborators returned to the old

vein of whimsical humour, and proved that their hands had not lost their

original cunning. The story is most skilfully put together. " Marco and
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Giuseppe Palmieri, the pink and flower of all the Gondolieri," are coming

to the Piazzalte to choose their brides. These happily selected, they

hasten to be married. Then arrives the Duke and Duchess of Plaza-

Toro with their daughter Casilda, and the ducal drummer Luiz. Casilda,

it appears, has been married by proxy at the early age of six months, to

the infant son and heir of the King of Barataria. But the young prince,

for State reasons, had been stolen by the Grand Inquisitor of Spain, who

sings :

I stole the Prince and I biought him here,

And left him gaily prattling

With a highly respectable Gondolier,

Who promised the Royal babe to rear.

And teach him the trade of a timoneer

With his own beloved brattling.

Owing, however, to his "terrible taste for tippling," the respectable

gondolier unfortunately mixed the babes up, and it is now " impossible to

tell which of the two the king is, Marco or Giuseppe!" Under the

circumstances both come to the throne, but find themselves simply the

slaves of their subjects.

Casilda, who has loved Luiz, is in doubt which is her husband, and the

fun rapidly increases, till the old woman who nursed the royal babe is

found, and she confesses to changing him, when traitors came to steal, for

her own son. The king thereupon proves to be Luiz, who, with Casilda,

his wife, now ascends the throne and all ends happily.

The music throughout is bright and attractive : " Take a pair of

sparkling eyes," "When a maiden marries," and "In a contemplative

fashion " have all won independent fame.

A critic writes of the production : " The happiest devices of rhythm,

the subtlest shades of reflection, and the choicest effects of colour are

lavished upon the score, with almost unerring judgment, the result being

that the music fits into every fold and crease of the subject."

" The Gondoliers," by special command, appeared before the Queen

at Windsor Castle on March 6, 1891 ; and this was the first full theatrical

company which had played there before her Majesty since the death

of the Prince Consort.
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URING the run of "The Gondoliers" it was rumoured

that a serious break had occurred in the Gilbert and

Sullivan partnership ; and, unfortunately, time only

proved the regrettable fact to be true. No good can be

served by recalling the incidents of the quarrel, which

sprang from a most trivial beginning, and ended in terminating a

partnership which had existed unbroken for thirteen years.

Sir Arthur Sullivan had long determined to try his hand upon serious

opera. The opportunity came with the inauguration of Mr. D'Oyly

Carte's "English Opera House" in Cambridge Circus in 1891, and on

February 2 " Ivanhoe" was produced with a libretto by J. Sturgiss.

With this opera Sir Arthur spared no efforts, but the merits of the

work were not recognised as quickly as the bright essays of the Savoy

had been hitherto. General opinion ran to the effect that the composer

was more at ease with the comedy scenes—with the frolics of the outlaws

in the forest, and the meeting of Friar Tuck and the disguised king—than

with the dramatic passages, in which the passionate Templar and the

heroic Jewess were prominent. The libretto, too, seemed to lack a

continuity of the plot, the story being told in disjointed episodes, but

although the opera did not prove as successful as was anticipated, it

enjoys the reputation of having had a longer run than any other serious

one from an English pen.

In 1892, Sir Arthur again appears at the Savoy in a new opera

written by Sydney Grundy, entitled " Haddon Hall," which was produced

on September 24.
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The story deals with the historic loves of John Manners and Dorothy

Vernon and their elopement. The incidents are said to have taken

place in the days of Queen Bess, but for dramatic effect they were

 

His Study

transferred by the author to the time of the Commonwealth. Sullivan

was here in his element, especially in the imitation of old English music,

and for it he composed some of his most charming numbers.

In the previous March he had written the Incidental Music for the

production of Tennyson's new play, " The Foresters," in New York, and
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this contains some of his happiest music, notably the " Lullaby " chorus

at the end of the first act.

In 1893 Gilbert made up the deplorable quarrel, and " Utopia

(Limited)" was presented to the public on Oct. 7. It was received

with every mark of favour. The collaborators were friends again, and

all would be as in the old days.

Yet in the run " Utopia" did not

prove so successful as was antici

pated. In it modern society was

satirised, and it was not well re

ceived.

Unfortunately the reconciliation

did not last, and in the following

year we find Sir Arthur composing

music to "The Chieftain," the

libretto by his old friend F. C.

Burnand, and largely founded on

his early work, " Contrabandista."

It was produced at the Savoy on

December 12, and met with a

favourable reception ; but it can

not be said to be on a par with

the brilliant productions of the

late partners. During this year

Sir Arthur composed the In

cidental Music for Irving's production of "King Arthur" at the

Lyceum.

"The Grand Duke," produced on March 7, 1896, marked another

reconciliation between the famous Savoyards. It was received with even

more favour, and it was hoped that the second temporary rupture as well

as the original quarrel would be relegated to the past. This, however,

was not to be, and a further break occurred, and it was not until a few

days before the death of the gifted composer that the final reconciliation

was brought about through the medium of Mrs. Carte's tactful diplomacy.
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The music of " The Grand Duke " was lacking in none of the tuneful

numbers which had been so noticeable in its forerunners, and its com

parative recent production makes detailed notice unnecessary.

For the Diamond Jubilee, Sir Arthur composed "O King of Kings,''

and a charming ballet for the Alhambra Theatre, entitled " Victoria and

Merrie England," which was performed for the first time on May 25.

Also in the Times of that year appeared a remarkable letter, signed "A

British Musician," calling attention to our lack of patriotism in music, and

this powerful appeal on behalf of native talent came from the pen of the

late composer.

In 1898, "The Beauty Stone," produced at the Savoy on May 31,

opened a new vein of opera. The Savoy without Gilbert was clearly no

place for Gilbertian imitation, and the authors, Messrs. Pinero and Comyns

Carr, with one complete gesture swept away the fantastic humour of topsy

turvy situation.

The story of a cripple helped to beauty by devil's magic, and who,

when her beauty had vanished, still retains her hold on the heart of her

lover, who had become blind, is in itself a pathetic and dramatic

idea ; but the book was much overburdened with unnecessary episodes,

characters and tiresome language. Sir Arthur's music is some of his best,

and the prayer of the cripple girl is a masterpiece in miniature.

"The Rose of Persia," by Captain Basil Hood, made its appearance

on November 29, 1899 ; and again humour reigned at the Savoy. It ran

a considerable time, and the new partners had another opera in hand at

the time of the composer's death. This has been named " The Emerald

Isle.'' Of it Sir Arthur had completed three numbers, and composed the

melody of seventeen others. Mr. Edward German was entrusted

with the completion of this work, which is now charming all who

hear it.

Note must be made, ere leaving his music, of " The Absent-minded

Beggar." the admirable setting of Kipling's words, which roused England

so effectually to consideration of the sufferings of the wives and children

of our soldiers at the front.
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HIS LAST WORK

The last work Sir Arthur ever composed, and which he finished

almost on his deathbed, was a " Te Deum," which is to be sung at

St. Paul's at the termination of the war in Africa.

Of the man there is little that has not already been said. What he

earned was spent with a right royal hand, and the call of charity never

passed him unheard. He was extremely sensitive and gentle-hearted,

and had a most emotional temperament.

At the close of the last Leeds Festival he received a great ovation,

and as he retired for the second time after acknowledging the demonstra

tions the tears were seen coursing down his cheeks. He had for years

been received in the best English society, and had been decorated by the

Queen, the Sultan of Turkey, by the President of the French Republic,

and by some of the minor potentates of Europe. The Prince of Wales

honoured him with his friendship, and usually dined with him on his

birthday, and he was frequently a guest at Marlborough House as well

as at West-End dinner-parties attended by members of the Royal Family.

He could tell a good story, and even cultivated a little connection with

the Turf. He had racehorses, but was unfortunate, for, being unlucky

with horse No. i, he sold it to Sir Blundell Maple, and bought a second

which was very shortly after ignominiously beaten by the one he had sold.

Of his music it is not our intention to offer any criticism ; his works will

speak for themselves.

The death of Sir Arthur Sullivan has deprived England of her most

tuneful and most accomplished composer. There was no style in which

he did not excel, nor are there many countries where some at least of his

works have not been heard and appreciated. Symphonies and orchestral

suites, oratorios, cantatas, songs innumerable, at least one serious opera,

and a whole series of comic operas, of a new and distinctive type, were

among the outcome of his prolific pen.

" If," wrote the late Sir George Grove in his " Dictionary of Music,"

" his vocal works have gained Sir Arthur Sullivan the applause of the
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public, it is in his orchestral music that his name will live among

musicians. Form and symmetry he seems to possess by instinct, rhythm
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Facsimile of the First Bars

and melody clothe everything he touches ; the music shows not only

sympathetic genius, but sense, judgment, proportion, and a complete

absence of pedantry and pretension, while the orchestration is distinguished

by a happy and original beauty hardly surpassed by the great masters."
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Our illustration of the rooms in No. i Queen's Mansions, the flat in

which Sir Arthur lived during the latter years of his life, will require no

further description. The quiet good taste which marked his work was

even more noticeable in his home.

In the bedroom where he died

will be noticed a desk where no

doubt he often sat at work when

others thought him to be at rest,

for the composer often worked in

the stillness of the night.

The quaint pictures by Miss

Havers illustrating his operas

were first used on the Savoy

Programmes.

The story of the sad event

which robbed us of our idol is

even now so fresh in our memo

ries that a few words only are

necessary to recall it. For years

this distinguished composer had

suffered with a wearying and

painful internal trouble which at

times caused him to suffer un

speakable agony. Yet,

in spite of this, his

indomitable energy

carried him through,

and some of his most

beautiful and cheerful

music was written, almost note by note, between the paroxysms of

pain.

On November 4 of the last year in the century Sir Arthur took a

chill, which prevented him from conducting, at the Savoy Theatre, the

revival of " Patience " on the 7th. No apprehension was caused by this,
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as he had been ailing somewhat since his visit to Switzerland, from

which he returned about the middle of September.

The loss of voice from which he at first suffered was followed by

trouble in his chest and lungs, and a fortnight before his death he was

obliged to take to his bed ; and his medical adviser, Mr. Buxton Browne,

 

Sir Arthur Sullivan's Bedroom

was in constant attendance ; and, although he suffered greatly from

weakness, his condition gave no cause for anxiety to those around

him.

On the morning of his death, however, quite suddenly, and altogether

unexpectedly, alarming symptoms developed, and at nine o'clock he

suddenly expired in the arms of his nurse, from failure of the heart's

action, brought on without doubt through excessive weakness.

Sir Arthur was never married, and he was attended during his latal
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illness by his nephew, Mr. Herbert Sullivan, a son of his beloved brother

Fred.

Deep and sincere expressions of regret were received from her late

Most Gracious Majesty, the Prince of Wales, and nearly every one of note,

and it was by her Majesty's express command that a portion of the funeral

service was held in the Chapel Royal, and that he was buried in

St. Paul's.

Most appropriately the whole of the music used on that sad occasion

was from the works of the deceased composer. The solemn and

beautiful strains so often heard at the obsequies of the highest in the

land formed at last the pathetic accompaniment of the ritual of his own

funeral.

The beautiful anthem from " The Light of the World," " Yea, though

I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil," was

rendered in all its simple and appealing melody, and later the choir, in

which he had once been a chorister, sang with sympathy his beautiful,

" Wreaths for our graves the Lord hath given," with its pathetic and

significant concluding words, " Yet, drawn by light and melody, we press

one step more near."

At St. Paul's the band of the Scots Guards added an impressive

contrast to the sombre mourning by their brilliant scarlet uniforms, and

at the conclusion of the sad ceremony came, perhaps, the most touching

tribute of all, in an exquisite rendering, without accompaniment, by the

entire company of the Savoy, of his beautiful anthem, " Brother, thou art

gone before," from the dead composer's " Martyr of Antioch." His tomb

lies close to that of another composer, William Boyce.

With his death we are left to mourn one whose name is now a house

hold word, a composer who has given the world much innocent pleasure,

many beautiful songs of praise, and a legacy of charming ballads that will

keep his name always before us.

Beautiful as his music has been, Sir Arthur seemed to feel that there

was an inexpressibly higher form of melody, which was beyond the ken

of mortals. In a letter to Miss Helmore. written about twelve years

ago, he touches on this: "There are times to me when music would
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be more beautiful without notes," he says ; and, speaking of his " Golden

Legend" he continues : " I feel myself hampered at having to express all

I wanted to say by voice and instruments of limited means and definite

unchangeable quality." In conclusion he adds: "After all, it is only

human to be longing and striving for something more than we have got."

Now, in God's Kingdom, his longing will be fulfilled. He will hear

and understand that wonderful music without notes of which he dreamed,

those heavenly strains with illimitable expression for which he craved,

and that clear celestial melody which, hearing dimly, he gave unto the

world.

 

Facsimile of the last page of " The Lost Chord "
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List of Works of

Sir Arthur Sullivan

NAME
SUBJECT

O Israel

i855

1862

The Tempest

Thoughts, afterwards republished

as Reverie in A and Melody

in D

1S63

Procession March

Princess of Wales March

Bride from the North

I heard the Nightingale

When Love and Beauty

1863 and 1864

Orpheus with his Lute

O Mistress Mine

Sigh no more, Ladies

The Willow Song

Rosalind

1864

L'lle Enchant6e

Kenilworth

The Sapphire Necklace

The Last Night of the Year

O love the Lord

Sweet day, so cool

1865

We have heard with our ears

Thou art lost to me

Will he come ?

Sacred song

Incidental music

Two piano solos and

arrangement for piano

and violin

Orchestral work

Song

»»

Madrigal

Five songs, words from

Shakespeare

Ballet

Cantata

Overture

Part song

Anthem

Song

Anthem

Song

WHERE PRODUCED

Crystal Palace

Published 1898

Covent Garden Theatre

Birmingham Festival
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NAME SUBJECT WHERE PRODUCED

1866

Symphony in E

Concerto for Violoncello

In Memoriam

1866 and 1872

Te Deum, Jubilate, and Kyrie

1866

Arabian Love Song

A weary lot is thine

Over the Roof

If Doughty Deeds

She is not fair to outward view

1867

The Contrabandista

Cox and Box

Marmion

O God, Thou art worthy

The Rainy Day

O hush thee, my babie

County Guy

The Maiden's Story

Give

In the Summers Long Ago, after

wards, My Love beyond the Sea

What does little birdie say ?

Hymn of the Homeland

Thou God of Love

Of Thy love

Mount Zion

Formosa (Falfield)

St. Luke

Day Dreams

1868

0 taste and see

Rejoice in the Lord

Evening

Joy to the Victor

Parting Gleams

Echoes

Song of Peace

1 sing the birth

The long day closes

The Beleaguered

The moon in silent brightness

O Fair Dove, O Fond Dove

0 Sweet and Fair

1 wish to Tune my quiv'ring Lyre

Orchestral work

Overture

Service

Song

Song from " The Sapphire

Necklace "

Song

Comic opera

Comic operetta

Overture

Anthem

Part song

,,

Song

Hymn

Six pieces for piano solos

Anthem

Part song

Part song from " On Shore

and Sea"

Sacred part song

Part song

Song

Crystal Palace

»» »»

Norwich Festival

St. George's Hall

Adelphi Theatre

Philharmonic Society, Lon

don
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NAME SUBJECT WHERE PRODUCED

The Snow lies White

The Mother's Dream

The Strain Upraise

The Son of God

Twilight

Duo Concertanto

1869

Additional Accompaniments to

Handel's "Jephthah"

The Prodigal Son

Sing, O Heavens

The Troubadour

Birds in the Night

Sad Memories

Dove Song

Gennesareth (Heber)

1870

Di Ballo

All this night

A Life that lives for You

The Village Chimes

Looking Back

1871

Thespis

On Shore and Sea

I will worship

It came upon the midnight

Lead, Kindly Light

Through Sorrow's Path

Watchman, what of the night ?

The way is long and drear

The Window; or, The Loves of

the Wren

1872

Festival Te Deum

Once Again

Golden Days

None but I can Say

Guinevere

The Sailor's Grave

The Maid of Arcadie

Lacrymae

Lux Mundi

Saviour, when in dust

Welcome, Happy Morning

St. Kevin

Onward, Christian Soldiers (St.

Gertrude)

Safe Home

Song

Hymn

>»

Piano solo

For piano and 'cello

Oratorio

Anthem

Song

Song from " Cox and Box,"

with different words

Song

Hymn

Overture

Carol

Song

Comic opera

Cantata

Anthem

Sacred part song

Part song

Cycle of twelve songs (by

Tennyson)

(For the recovery of the

Prince of Wales)

Song

From " Thespis "

Hymnary, hymn 222

n >< 225

249

,- 284

„ 285

» 476

Worcester Festival

Birmingham

Gaiety Theatre

Albert Hall

Crystal Palace

507
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Gentle Shepherd

Angel Voices

Propior Deo

Venite (Rest)

St. Edmund

1873

Merchant of Venice

The Light of the World

There Sits a Bird

Looking Forward

The Young Mother

The Days are Cold (The Young

Mother), afterwards, Little dar

ling, sleep again (in 1876)

Ay Di Mi (The Young Mother),

afterwards, The Chorister (also

in 1876)

The First Departure (in 1878)

O Ma Charmante

O Bella Mia (Italian Version)

Sweet Dreamer (English Version)

The Marquis de Mincepie 1

Finale J

Nel Ciel Sereno "1

Venetian Seranade (in 1898) J

1874

Merry Wives of Windsor

Turn Thee Again 1

Mercy and Truth J

Sleep, my love, sleep

Mary Morrison

The Distant Shore

Thou are Weary

My Dear and only Love

Living Poems

Tender and True

Christus, 496

Ccena Domini, 207

Corone, 354

Dulce Sonans, 316

Ever Faithful, 414

Evelyn, 390

Golden Sheaves, 281

Hanford, 400

Holy City, 497

Hushed was the evening hymn, 572

Litany, 585

„ 592

Paradise, 473

Pilgrimage, 367

SUBJECT

Hymnary, hymn 509

.. 532

57°

597

646

Incidental music

Oratorio

Song

Three Songs

Two songs in "The Miller

and his Men " (Drawing-

room entertainment)

(From Merchant of Venice)

Incidental music

Chorus adapted from

Russian Church Music

Song

Church hymns with tunes,

compiled and edited by

Arthur Sullivan

WHERE PRODUCED

Princes', Manchester

Birmingham Festival

Gaiety Theatre
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NAME SUBJECT WHERE PRODUCED

Resurrexit, 132

St. Francis, 220

St. Nathaniel, 257

Saints of God, 191

Ultor Omnipotens, 262

Valete, 30

Veni Creator, 346

St. Mary Magdalene, 494

Lux in Tenebris, 409

Lux Eoi, 67

St. Patrick, 144

St. Theresa, 566

Also seven tunes specially adapted

or arranged

1875

Trial by Jury

The Zoo

I will mention

Christmas Bells at Sea

The Love that Loves me not

Love laid his Sleepless Head

Let me Dream again

Thou'rt Passing Hence

Sweethearts

1876

Upon the snow-clad earth

My dearest heart

1877

The Sorcerer

Hearken unto me

I will sing of Thy power

Sometimes

The Lost Chord

When Thou art Near

1878

H.M.S. Pinafore

Henry VIII

Turn Thy face

I Would I Were a King

King Henry's Song

Morn, Happy Morn

1879

Old Love Letters

St. Agnes' Eve

1880

The Pirates of Penzance

The Martyr of Antioch

Edward Gray

Dominion Hymn

Church hymns with tunes,

compiled and edited by

Arthur Sullivan

Comic operetta

Comic opera

Anthem

Song

Carol

Song

Comic opera

Anthem

Song

Comic opera

Incidental music

Anthem

Song

From "Henry VIII"

Trio in the play " Olivia "

Song

Comic opera

Sacred musical drama

Song

Hymn

Royalty Theatre

St. James' Theatre

Opera Comique

Opera Comique

Royal Manchester

Opera Comique

Leeds Festival
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NAME SUBJECT

l88l

Patience

The Sisters' Song

In the Twilight of our Love

1882

Iolanthe

Courage, Brother

1883

Who is like unto Thee ?

Hark, what means ?

Princess Ida

The Mikado

A Shadow

1884

1885

1886

The Golden Legend

Exhibition Ode

1887

Imperial Institute Ode

Ever

Kuddygore

1888

The Yeomen of the Guard

Macbeth

1889

The Gondoliers

You sleep

E tu nol Sai

Ivanhoe

1891

1892

The Foresters

Haddon Hall

1893

Utopia

Imperial March

1894

The Chieftain

King Arthur

Bid me at least

Comic opera

Duet

From " Patience," with

different words

Comic opera

Hymn

Anthem

Carol

Comic opera

Comic opera

Song

Cantata

Laying foundation-stone by

the Queen

Song

Comic opera

Comic opera

Incidental music

Comic opera

Song in the play of " The

Profligate "

Grand opera

Incidental music

Comic opera

Comic opera

Opening by the Queen

Enlarged version of " The

Contrabandista "

Incidental music

Song in the play of " An old

Jew "

WHERE PRODUCED

Opera Comique

Savoy Theatre

Savoy Theatre

Savoy Theatre

Leeds Festival

Albert Hall

Imperial Institute

Savoy Theatre

Savoy Theatre

Lyceum Theatre

Savoy Theatre

English Opera House

Daly's Theatre, N.Y.

Savoy Theatre

Savoy Theatre

Imperial Institute

Savoy Theatre

Lyceum Theatre
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NAME

1896

The Grand Duke

1897

Victoria and Merrie England

O King of Kings (Bishopgarth)

1898

The Beauty Stone

Wreaths for our Graves

1899

The Rose of Persia

Absent-minded Beggar

1900

O Swallow, Swallow

Tears, idle tears

1901

The Emerald Isle

The Roseate Hues

Works to come

SUBJECT

Te Deum

Comic opera

Ballet

Written by command for

the Queen's Jubilee

Romantic opera

Anthem

Comic opera

Song

Comic opera

Hymn

At St. Paul's on close of war

WHERE PRODUCED

Savoy Theatre

Alhambra

Savoy Theatre

Savoy Theatre

Savoy Theatre

Printed by Ballantvne, Hanson cV Co.
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